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PREFACE 

The work described in this thesis was undertaken in the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne during the period October 1973 to 
September 1976. 

All figures and plates are included at the end of the 

chapter in which they are first referred to, -and are prefixed 
by the number of the chapter accordingly. 

Appendices are presented at the end of the thesis . and 

contain flowcharts and listings of the computer programs used 

during this research. 
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SUAIIIIItL 

The aim of the work describ3d in this thesis is to design, 
build, and test an active, chatter suppression. system for use on 
a lathe. 

Many methods have been developed to minimise the effects Of 
regenerative chatter in machine tools. These include machine redesign 
and stiffening, the inclusion of additional damping, and the use of 
passive and active control systems. The method described here is a 
development of two of these active methods, those of Comstock and 
Nachtigal, which control the relative position of the cutting tool. 
An on-line digital computer is used to monitor the cutting force, 

predict the relative tool-workpiece displacement, and drive the tool 
to suppress chatter build-up. 

The work is described in five main sections. 

After the introductary section, in which the problem is outlined 
and past work discussed, a theoretical analysis of chattering and- 
its suppression is presented. Digital simulation is used to confirm 
and expand the theoretical results. The basic on-line identification 

method used to investigate the machine-workpiece structure is also 
presented. 

The third section describe3 the design and impleiiientation of 
the experimental rigg especially the computer system and the tool 

positioner. Its use as a driver for a cheap, bolt-on CNC turning 

system is also discussed. 

The fourth section details the-experimental work includino- I 
calibration, cutting tel3ts, supprossor validation and te3ting. 

Finally, the theory, simulation and experi'me . ntt3 are ýdiscuszsed 
and related to 'past work. Saggestions'are made for further re earch 
and development, including other applications of the system. 
Conclusions are dram about the various techniques used. during the 

work, with comments on the effectiveness of the suppression method. 
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- workpiece centreline displacement 

- tool displacement 

- quantized tool displac6ment 

- predicted workpiece centreline displacement 
I 

- sampled, predicted workpiece centreline displacemeqt 

- tool positioner control signal 

-- cutting force 
I, 

instantaneous depth of cut 

U0- nominal depth of cut 

Kc- cutting stiffness 

M 
M, 

C 
M, 

K 
ra - effective mass, damping, stiffness for machine 

M 
W, W, 

K. 
W- effective mass, damping, stiffness for workpiece 

1AI - cut overlap coefficient 

t- time 

T- delay for one cycle Of the workpiece 

8- Laplace operator 

H(S) 
.- 

transfer function for machine-workpiece dynamics 

G(s) - thnsfer function for feedback loop 

W. - frequency 
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CHATTER IN MACHINE TOOLS. 

1.1. Introducýion. 

The occurence of chatter in metal cutting machines is 

recognised as one of the most important factors limiting 

production rate, surface finish qualit7, and tool life. Over 

recent years much work has been done to understand the mechanism 
which causes chatter, to predict the occurence of chatter, and 
to devise ways by which it may be prevented (34,33,32,19 2,3, 
27,31)- 

Chatter is defined as self-excited vibrations between the 
tool and the workpiece, and can be recognised by a rapid build- 

up in the vibration amplitude (32). The amplitude will increase 

until limited by such non-linearities as the tool leaving the 

workpiece, tool-tip fracture, or other dramatic changes in 

cutting conditions. The chatter frequency is associated with 
the natural frequency of one of the major resonance modes of 
the machine tool (32,34). 

It has, been found through discussion with machine operators 
that chatter is a particular problem in many turning operations, 
and especially when machining long, compliant components such as 
gun barrels and turbine rotors. Milling operations are also 
prone to chatter instabilities. Many traditional solutions are 
discussed later in this chapter, as well as more modern passive 
and active methods. During this investigation the experimental 
work was perforried on a lathe, and the theory is restricted to 
turning operations. However, it is possible to extend this work 
to other machining operations. 

This chapter outlines the physical causes of chatter, ' 
discusses various chatter suppression Philosophies and presents 
a brief review of some of the previous work in this field. 

2. Causes of chatter. 

The machine tool in operation can be represented by a closed 
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loop system where instability arises because of the interaction 

of the dynamic behaviour of the machine structure and the cutting 
operation (FIG1.1). Chatter occurs primarily because of the non- 
rigidity of the machine structure and the time delay associated 
with the rotation of the workpiece. Surface irregularities 

caused by re-lative tool-workpiece motion are overlapped by 

successive cuts and vibration is regenerated causing chatter. 
The cutting force generated by the cutting process at the tool- 

workpiece interface causes a relative displacenent between the two. 
The cutting force varies due to the non-homof,, enity of the work- 
piece (i. e. hard spots, weakness) which gives rise to varying 
relative tool-workpiece displace-nent and hence surface waviness. 
Under certain conditions the amplitude of the surface waviness 
increases on each successive cycle of the workpiece, resulting in 

chattering of the machine. A detailed breakdown of the mechanism 
which causes chatter is presented in FIG1.2. The cutting 
operation is subdivided into the cutting process, which relates 
instantaineous depth of cut and cutting force: and cut overlap 
effects, which form the feedback loop. 

1.3. Chatter suppression techniques. 

An understanding of the mechanism which causes chatter 
immediately presents a facile solution to the problem. If the 

machine stiffness could be made infinite, relative tool-workpiece 
displacement would never occur and chatter would not build-up. In 

practice, infinite stiffness is not realiseable, although modern 

machines are designed and built to be as rigid as possible. This 

tends to make machines big, heavy and above all, expensive- Still 

the problem is not solved, the limit of chatter stability may be 
increased, but has not been eliminated. 

Another factor influencing chatter instability is the work- 
piece dyna-aics. Even if the machine itself were rigidcertain 
types of workpiece could still be the cause of considerable tool- 

workpiece deflection. 

The next approach therefore is*to accePt that chatter will 
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occur under certain conditions and then to atteipt to suppress it 

using vibration absorbtion techniques (3). Problems arise with this 

method due to the need for accurate tuning of the absorbers. Initi- 

ally the machine has to be tested at the manufacturing stage and 
the dampers tuned. Periodically, thoughout the life of the machine, 
the dampers have to be re-tuned. 

- Modern machines are designed so that damping is built into 
the structure. The major source of structural damping arises from 
joints, both sliding-and fixedpand is due both to frictional effects 
and to oil film b3havi-our. Many modern rubbers and plastics are also 
incorporated in the structure to act as absorbers. 

Much resent work has been done in-the analysis and developement 

of both passive and active dqmpers for machine tools (35,36,37, 

38,39,40). Many types have been designed and tested, with varying 
successs, zmd work is continuing. Several are self- Optimising over a 

small dynamic range and hence can allow for small machine variations. 
These however 

' 
cannot cope ývith large dyna-lic variations caused by 

some workpiece configurations. Active dampers consist essentially 
of a damping arrangement with-feedback which incorporates a means for 

measuring the vibrations at some point on the structure. Their 

effectiveness for chatter suppression is determined by the point of 
vibration measurement. This technique has been applied to both 
hydraulic and electromagnetic exciters with considerable improvement 
in response (36,37). 

Other active control methods have also been tried, working on 
the principle of increasing*the "apparent stiffness" of a machine. 
Analysis of the chatter mechanism has shown that it is the 'relative' 
tool-workpiece deflection that is the important factor influencing 
instability. If the tool position is controlled relative to the 

workpiece deflection, so that the relative displacement is maintained 
constant, the machine appears to have infinite stiffness. Hence, no 
matter how the cutting force varies, the relative tool-workpiece 
remains constant. So far there have been two major attempts using 
this approach (1,2). Both of these attempts have shown considerable 
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promise anci are examined in more detail in the following section. 
il 

1.1ý. Review of previous work. 

1.4.1. The method of Comstock. 

Co-, istock (1) adopted the direct approach to the problem and 
attempted to measure the relative tool-workpiece deflection and 
use this as input to a servo-controller driving the tool position. 
This method is outlined in block diagram form in FIG1.3. Any 

relative tool-workpiece deflection causes the tool position to be 

altered no that the deflection is kept as small as possible. Due 

to imperfections in the scrvo-controllor t'iis deflection will never 
be identically zero, but should be good enouRh to prevent chatter 
build7up. Comstock claims that, when operating under experimental 
conditions, the cutting rate could be increased by "an order of 
magnitudell before the onset of chatter. 

The main problem erivisa! ýed with this anoroach is the need for 

accurate, reliable measurement of the tool-workpiece deflection. 
The magnitude of the displacement is small (t! pically around 1 to 5 

thousandths of an inch) necessitating a sensitive transducer, and 
the environment in which it must operate is very hostile. The 

transducer must measure the disolacement of the rotating workpiece 
as near to the tool-workpiece interface as possible. The measure- 
ment will be subject to interference b, ý swarf, cutting fluid 

containing metallic particles, high local. te-mPeratures, surface 
irregularity effects and possible operator interference. For this 

reason, it is doubted whether consistant, reliable perform... ance 

could be obtained in an indu3trial environment. 

Much work has also been done by Comstock into the development 

of a high-speed, small-displace-nent hydraulic servopositioner. 
Information regarding this device is difficult to obtain as it is 

subject to classification by the U. S. Air Force. This servo was used 
by Comstock in the implementation of this chatter suppression 
method and it is claim-ed to have had a natural frequency of 
approximately 1,000 rad/3cc at displace-nents of 5-1.0 thousands of 
an inch. The bandividth of the -servo is critical in this application 
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as it must be greater than that of the machine-workpiace system, or, 
else undersirable phase effects occur. This phenornemon is discussed 
in greater detail later in chapter 3. These points demonstrate 
that the controller and servo must meet a high performance specific- 
atign and hence will tend to be expensive pieces of equipment. From 

an economic point of view, this gives scope for consideration of 
other alternatives. 

2. The method of Nachtigal. , 

Nachtigal's work (2) differs from that of Comstock*in that the 
feedback signal is derived from a measure of the cutting force, 

which is used to control the machine-tool srste-n. The basic system 

consists of'an analogue. model, operating, on a real time cutting 
force signal, 'driving a tool servo positionerý A block diagram for 

the system is presented in FIG1.4. The work includes an analysis 

of the machine-tool equipped with the active chatter controller and 
experimental results which verify this analysis. It was claimed 
that the following design objectives could be fulfilled using this 

active controller: 

Significant increase in machining rate (500% to 1,5001o) 

without reducing the relative stability of the 

controlled machina tool system. 
Improvement in the transient response to disturbances 

at the tool-workpiece interface. 
Increase in apparant static stiffness of the system, 
and thereby improvement of the systemT3 tolerance 

capability. 
Suppression of input forcing functions such as spindle 
inbalance, foundation vibration, etc. 

In this method, measurement of the cutting force presents no 
pk-oblems. Using either strain gauges or load cells a clean, reliable 
signal can be obtained. The effect of the analogue model is to C. 1) 
predict frorn the force input the uncontrolled, relative tool- 

workpiece displacernent. A servo positioner translates this into 
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the tool position. In the actual experiment, the model-driver 
system was simulated by an electrohydraulic activator driving a 
sprung tool holder. The spring, activator characteristics and 
tool holder mass were varied so that the tool position varied in 
the same manner as the relating tool-workpiece displacement. 
This was a purely experimental system which was to be replaced by 

an active controller and tool servo positioner. -NachtigaT-. found - 
during the experiments that the system was effective for controllers 
within a band + 1011v of the natural frequency of the machine- 
workpiece, with the system gain inversely proportional to the 
machine-workpiece stiffness. 

. It is obvious that the -iodel characteristics will have to 
change if the machine-workpiece configaration changes, so that the 
model and machine-workpiece remain matched. Variation in the 
machine dynamic characteristics ma7 occur due to wear, lubrication 

changes, temperature, environmental conditions, etc. The overall 
dynamic characteristics will also be influenced by the workpiece 
dimensions and material. 

Work is continuing to develop the system and also to adapt it 
for use on several types of machine tool. 

1. Comments on the methods of Comstock and Nachtigal, 

As has been seen in the previous two sections, the concept of 
increasing the apparent stiffness of a machine by controlling the 
tool position has been found to be a feasible method for suppressing 
the onset of chatter. The disadvantage of Comstock's method is the 
inherent difficulty of measuring the relative tool-workpiece 
displacement. However, work is continuing to improve the practical 
feasibility of this approach and to test it on various tvpes of 
machines. 

Nachtigal successfully developed a working experimental 
system, but more work is needed to develop this for industrial 

applications. Primarily, study is required to determine the most. 
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suitable type of model and to consider the use of a variable model 
which could be tuned to different machine-workpiece configarationse 
The possibilty of developing self-tuninp, (adaptive) models also 
needs to be considered. 

1.5. Project objectives and developments. 

From the 
basic chatter 
tool-workpiece 

of Nachtigal's 

to implement a 
optimising. 

analysis of previous work, 
suppression philosophy of 
displacement is sound and 
work would be wortbWhile. 
variable model which coul 

it is claimed that the 

controlling the relative 
that further developments 

The project objective is 
d eventually be made self- 

Initially, a study of the machine-workpiece dynamics is 

made as an aid to the-selection of a suitable model. It is assumed 
that a second-order modelg with suitable parameters, will, be a 
good-enough approximation of the machine-workpiece dynamics. This 
has been found to be the case in much past work. (2,24,25,26, 

27t 28,29,31). Parameter estimation techiques are used as a 
guide to the 'best' values for the model parameters. In this case, 
'best' will be those which give the least mean square error between 
the model output and the actual machine-workpiece behaviour. 
Experimental means are also used as an aid to parameter estimation. 

A minicomputer with analogue-digital conversion equipment 
is used to monitor the machine behaviour and perform the parameter 

estimation. A least-squares algorithm (18) is used to perf9rm 
this task. 

The chatter suppression method is outlined 
, 

in block diagram 
form in FIG1.5. The 

-modelling and controlling function are 
performed using a minicomputerwith a stepper motor acting as the 
driver. A minicomputer was chosen for the following reasons: 

-- The ease with which the model and controller 
characteristics could be varied by prograrn 
Nodification. 
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The possibility of using sophisticated model 
functions. 
To enable tile possibility of developing self- 
optimising models. 
The existance of modern CNC machines which 
already contain facilities which could be used 
at no extra cost to implement the method. 
The possibility, in a workshop environment, of 
of using one computer to control more than one 
machine, hence spreading tile cost. 
The competitive price of computer equipment 
compared to complex analogue equipment. 
The development of microprocessors, which will 
allow this method to be implemented very cheaply, 
with little extra work. 

ji stepping j., jotor in chosen a. -# the driver because of the 

ease with which it can be interfaced to the computer. Also, 

as long as a count is kept of the number of steps moved by the 

motor, the exact position is known without feedback,, 

The effect of this system is for the tool to track the 

relative tool-workpiece displacement in a quantised manner 
(see FIG1.6. ). Analysi3 and simulation of the machine system 
is performed, both with and without the chatter suppressor, 
to assess its effectivene3s and stability. Sxperiments are 

performed to validate the analysis and simulation, and to 

confirm the practical feasibility of the method. All 

experimental work is done on a mediura sized turning lathe, 

although the basic principles could be developed for other 

types of machine. 
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It is found during the project, that by re-prograurning 
the chatter suppressor it can be used as a siinple, 'bolt-on", 
CNC device for lathes. Many axisymmetic shapes can be 

produced by varying the tool position in a pre-determined 
manner relative to the feedrate. The way in which the tool 
is moved is calculated by the computer based on the desired 

shape and the feedrate. This by-product is discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter 6. 
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2. THEORY OF REGENERATIVE MATTER. 

2.1. Introduction. 

Many dynamic systems can be represented schematically by an 
arrangement of masses, springs and dampers. Movement will only 
occur when a disturbance is applied, and any vibration set-up by 
transient changes in loading will gradually be damped out. Steady- 

state vibration will only be produced if the disturbance is 

periodic. Resonance occurs when the frequency of the disturbance 
is close to one of the natural frequencies of the system. 

In machine tools, periodic forces can be introduced by 

unbalanced rotating components. Usually speed ranges are selected 
so that the frequencies of these forces do not occur near any 
known resonance points. Vibrations can also be caused by non- 
linearities such as clearances, uneven wear and friction, even 
when no exciting force is present. 

Chatter is a vibration phenomenon associated with chip 
thickness variation and the rotation of the workpiece. As 
described in the previous chapter, the unstable loop which causes 
chatter can be represented by the block diagram shown in FIG1.2. 

The cutting process. 

The dynamics of the cutting process are very complex, and 
much work has been done to gain an understanding of this process 
(27,31,33,34). However, for the purpose of this analysis, it 
is sufficient to represent the process by means of an expression 
which relates cutting force to instantaneous depth of cut. For 

a given cutting operation many variables-can be considered as 

constants, these are '- 

Rotational speed. 
Feed rate. 
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-- Tool material and geometry. 

-- 'dorkpiece material and geornetry. 

-- Environmental conditions. 

and the cutting process can be approximated by the linear 

relationship: - 

Fc = Kc ,U 

1.2. The machine-ivorkpiece system. 

The combined effects of the machine and wor1cpiece dynamics 
determine how the structure will respond to. the force generated 
by the cutting process. The machine itself is a distributed mass 
system and much work has been done. to analyse its dynamic behaviour 
(24,25,26,28,29,31). It has generally been found that a 
reasonable model is a simple mass, spring, danper system. This-is 
because most machine tools exhibit one major resonance with other 
minor modes. It is usually found that the lowest frequency mode 
has the greatest amplitude. 

Next we noed to consider the effect of the workpiece on the 
overall dynamic behaviour of the system. Again it is convenient 
to approxim. ate the workpiece by a Sirrjole mass, spring, damper, 

system. The combined effects of the machine and workpiece can be 

represented schematically as shown in FIG2.1. The cutting force 
is generated at the tool-workpiece interface and is transmitted to 
the-machine structure via the workpiece. The equations of motion 
for this system are as follows: 



xý+KX=C (ý m m***m +C m* m m* m w- m 

mx+ cw*(ýW- ýM) + KWAXW - Xm) *4 
W, w 

Kw*(Xw - Xm) 

-2.2 

= Fc 2.3 

For the purpose of this analysis, the overall relationslAp between 

the cutting force (Fc) and the relative tool-workpiece displacement 
(Xw) is of interest. This can be obtained bv converting equations 
2.2 and 2.3 via Laplace Transform, and then combining to 

eliminate X-n. This gives: - 

XW S2 + (C +-C Is. + (K +K 
IMM* 

MWM WI) fc - [Mw. 
s2 + CW. S +K 

. 
[MMs2 +(CM+Cw). s + (KM + KW) Ws +K , 

I) - [C 
W 2.4 

This ratio is the transfer function describing the overall 
dynamics of the machine-workpiace structurep and can be expressed as 

G (S) xwA 2_S2 , A,. s+ AO 
-- -2.5 fc B 4ý S4+ B3 *S3 +B 2' S2 +B i's +B01 

where: - 

A2= mm 2.5a 

A, = Cm + Cw 2. Sb 
a 

Ao = Km + Kw 2.5 
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B4 = Mm. Mw, 2.5d 

WO(CM +C W) + MM. cw - 

B2= Mwo(KM Kw)- WO(C'M + CW) 
2 MM*KW cw _ 2.5f 

Bl = CM. ( Km +' Kw) + KW*(CM +C W) 
- 2. CW*KW-2.5g 

2 B0= Kw,, (Km + Kw) Kw 2.5h 

1.2.1. Special casea. 

There are two special casas which are of interest. The first 
is where the machine has a much higher stiffness than the workpiecet 
i. e. Km>>Kw, so that the machine can be considered as effectively 
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rigid. Hence the d, ynamics of the system are topally dbpendant on 
the workpiece characteristics. This is represented schematically 
in FIG2.2. The transfer function is a simple second-order type: - 

G(S) ýw 
=1 fc M W* S2 + Cw, S+ Kw 

2.6 

This relationship can also be obtained from equation 2.4, by 
dividing top and bottom by Km, and neglecting any terms with Km 
in the denominator. 

The second case is where the workpiece is much stiffer than the 

machine, i. e. Kvj>> Km. Hence, the extra mass of the workpiece 
merely modifies the effective mass of the machine. This is 

represented schematically in FIG2. '3. The transfer function in 

this case is: - 

G(s) = 2ýw- =12.7 
.fc-. 

(MW + MM). S2 ,Cm. S+ Krq 
This transfer function can also be obtainýýd from equation 2.4, 
by. dividing top, and bottom by Kw, and neglecting any terms with 
Kw in the denominator. 

1.2.2. The general case. 

In general this type of syste-n will exhibit two resonance 
modes. At the lower frequency both masses will be movifig in-phase 

and at the higher frequency they will be out-of-phase. - The 

resonance frequencies, and the amplitude characteristics at these 

points will depend on the relative charactistics of two subsystems. 

2.1.3. The Sedback effects. 

The instantaneous chip thickness is determined by the cut, 
the relative tool-'workpiece displacement, and the waviness of the 
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previously cut surface overlapped by the tool, This waviness 
having been formed by the relative tool-workpiece displacemdnt'- 

on the preceeding, c., rcle. Depending on the type of cutting 
operation and the tool geometry, only a fraction of the preformed 
surface will be overlapped. Hence, the instantaneous depth of cut 
can be expressed in terms of the following relationship: - 

U(t) =U-X (t) + m. Xw(t - T) . 2.8 0wI 

The coefficient L allows for the fractional overlap of successive 
cuts. This expression can also be written in terms of La place 
Transforms: - 

U(s) =U- H(s). x - (s) 2.9 
0w 

Where: - 

-sT H (s) 1 2.9a 
, 
AA. e 

2.2. The chatter modal. 

The equations derived 
3, can be combined to give 
model as shown in FIG2.4. 

machine-workpiece transfer 
function are presented in 

of the open loop frequency 

in sections 2.1.19 2. l.. 2, and 2.1. 

an overall block diagram for the chatter 
The frequency responses of both the 

function and the feedback transfer 
the next sections, followed by an analysis 
re-sponse. 

2.2.1. The frequency response of the machine-workpiece system. 

The frequency response of the -nachine-workpiece system is 
obtained by making the substitution of jw for S in equation 2.5 

giving: - 
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(j W) 
cl + jac 

. 
2.10 

D1+j. D 2 

Where: - 

cl 

Ao - A2*w 2 2.10a 

C2 Alm 2.10 b 

D, =, Bo -B 2'w 
2+B 

4*W4 
2.10 c 

D2 51. w B3 #w 
3 

This rationalises to give: - 

G(jw) =p+ j-Q 

Where: - 

p Cl Dj + C2 --P2- 22 D, + D2 

2.10d 

2.11 

2.11a 
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C2eDj - ClOD 2 
D2 D2 12 

2.11 b 

These equations give ri3e to a polar plot with the general form- 

shown in FIG2.5. The equivalent form of the Bode diagram. is 

shown in FIG2.6a, and FIG2.6b,. The in-phase resonance occurs 
at the point when W& W, and the out-of-place resonance at the 

point when `44. v ",, J 2* Examples of several basic combinations are 
presented in the figures FIG2.7 to FIG2.9. In all the examples 
the machine characteristics (dimensionless) were taken to be: - 

Mm= 0.03 

Km= 120,000 

0.1 

In FIG2.7, the workpiece was made significantly less stiff than 
the machine (Kw = 12,000), and the effective mass of the workpiece 
was varied from greater to less than the effective mass of the 

machine. In FIG2.8, the stiffnesses of the machine and workpiece 
w ere set equal, and in FIG2.9, the stiffness of the workpiece 
was significantly greater than that of the machine (Kjr = 1200,000). 

It can be seen that the gain at the in-plase resonance (lower 
frequency mode) is nauch greater than that at the out-of-phase 
resonance. For all but FIG2.8a., the gains at the out-of-phose 
resonances sere so small that they could not be shown on the same 
scale as the in-phase resonances. For each figure, it can be 

seen that as the effective mass of the worlzpiice is decreased the 

qains at the in-phase resonances do crease, and the frequency at 
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which the resonances occur decrease. 

The purpose of this investigation is to shoif that it is 

reasonable, for many machine-viorkpiece configarations, to assume 
that the machine-workpiece syste-n can be approximated by a simple 

second-order system. This approximation is helpful when performing 
the stability analysis for both the controlled and uncontrolled 

chatter system. It is also useful vjhen selecting a suitable form 

for the controller model. 

2.2.2. The frequency response of the feedback loop. 

The frequency response of the feedback loop can be obtained 
from the followin7, relationship: - 

H(jw) =1 

By writing: - 

* WT 

WIT cos (wT) - 
i 

We have: - 

212 

i. sin(wT) 212a 

H(jw) = 1-1 
-cos(wT)l +j. [, M. sin(wT)l 2.13 

This expression can be represented by the polar plot shown FIG2. 
10, or the Bode diagram shown in FIG2. lla , and FIG2. llb. 

2.2.3. The open loop-frequency response. 

The open loop frequency response for the system shown in 
FIG2.4, is given by the following expression: - 
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Kc oG (jw). H (jw) 2.14 

By writing: - 

J. CK 2.15 G (j w) A W. 

H (jw) B M. ej 
(W) 216 

This gives: - 

Kc ,M (w). eJ -0 (w) 

! Where: - 

2.17 

MW A(w). B(w) 2.17a 

AW) CK(w) + /8(w) 2.17 b 

This gives rise to the family of gencralised open loop polar 

plots as shown in FIG2.12. This form is generated by the 
interaction of the periodic effects of the feedback loop and 
the resonance effects of the machine-workpiece system. The 

main feature is the major resonance loop which is displaced by 
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the effects of the feedback effects. Some polar plots of actaal 

systems are shown in FIG2.13. The system parameters (di-nensionless) 

associated with all the plots are as follows: - 

Mm=0.003 

Krn = 120,000 

cm = 0.1 

1.0 

I 

0.2 

Kc = 1.0 

Machine parameters 

Feedback parameters 

Cutting r , ain 

and the numbers attached to each plot decribe the workpiece 
parameters as in FIG2.7,2.8, and 2.9. 
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2.2.4. Frequency response analy3is.. 

2.2.4.1. Simplified stability criterion. 

It war shown by llachtigal (2) that the characteristic 
equation may be written as: - 

1 KC [l 
- /M. e-ST]. 6 (s) 

Km = 2.18 

Hence, at the boarderline of stability the expression gives: - 

KC 
G(j w) FM 

-1 

1 

-, A4. e-jwT 
It can be shown that the right-hand side of equation 2.19 has 

a real part no greater than -0.5. Thus, a criterion for 

unconditional 3tabilit7 becomes: - 

Re KC G(j W) >-0.5 TM 
"i 

This relation3hip will usually give a pessimistic li-nit for K 
Ic 

as the stability limit i3 more accurately determined from the 

minimum real value on the real axis, which is usually greater 
than the minimum real value. 

2.2.4.2. The I, Iyquist stability criterion. 

219 

2.20 

For the types of plot shoýin in FIG2.12, the limit of 
stability can be-determined using the Simplified Nyquist Stability 
Criterion. For a given cutting process (i. e. fixed G(s) and H(s)) 

a value of Kc can be found that will give a plot that goes through 
the point (-140). This is the limitinr-, value of Kc below which 
the system will be stable, and hence chatter will not occur. This 

will be a more realistic estimate than that derived by Nachtigal. 
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For the systems shown in FIG2.13, the approximAte limitino values 

of Kc are as follows: - 

0 

Kc < 

Kc< 

C3 ) 

G 
I 

0 

420 

230 

13' 

40 

250 

2.2.4.3. Chatter frequency. 

The behaviour of a system, when chattering, can be determined 

by considering the effect of closing the loop. Oscillations will 

only be propogated around the loop, allowing the build-up of 

chatter, when the open loop phase is -1800 and the gain is greater 
than unity. Hence, the chatter frequency can be predicted by 

examination of the polar plot to see when these conditions are 
fulfilled. It can be seen from, FIG2.13, that the predicted 
chatter frequencies for the systems considered, are'as follows: - 
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Wc 348 

WC 601 

vi -1028 WC 

(3) WC 782 

T WC 972 

2.2.4.4. Review of frequency response analysis. 

As has been shown, the frequency response analysis can be 

used to estimate the stability limits and chatter frequencies of 

machining systems. The stability limit is determine d by the 
interaction of the machine-workpiece dynamics and the feedback 

effects. The chatter frequency usually occurs near the dominant 

natural frequency of the machine-workpiece sýructure. Although 
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in this analysis a model has been used for the machine-workpiece 
dynamics, it is possible to analysise actual systems by experi- 
mentally finding the : ýrequency response and using this in place 
of the model. Much work has been done (24,25,26,28,29) into 

experimental determination of machine tool frequency responses. 

Chatter simulation. 

In order to support the findings of the frequency analysis 
and to investigate the transient behaviour of the machine tool 

system, a dynamic simulation is performed. This is implemented 

on an IM 360, using the digital simulation language CSIMP (41). 

The model used in the simulation has been described in section 
2.1, and is presented in block diagram form in FIG2.4. A 

digital approach is chosen in preference to an analogue method 
to facilitate case of simulation of the delay term in the 
feedback loop. Systems 0@13(D 0 (as described in sections 
2.2.1. and FIGIS 2.. 7q, 2.7b, 2.8a, 2.9-a) are simulated to 

verify the stability limits predicted in sections 2.2.4.2, and 
the chatter frequencies predicted in sections 2.2.4.3. Results 

are presented only for systems (D&rl"ýas these are found to be 

entirely representative of the general trends for all the systems. 
FIG'S 14 & 17 demonstrate the limits of stability and chatter 
frequencies for systeras (D and @ respectively. The limits of 
stability for K. 

c are within 81/; "o of the values predicted by the 

analysis, and the chatter frequencies are within 1,,. FIGS2.15 & 2.1*6 

and FIGS2.18 and 2.19 show chatter build-up for systems (D &Q 

respectively, for values of Kc 3 and 5 times greater than the 

stability limit. For all the systems, th,!. ý agreement between the 

simmilation results and the analysis is always better than 10% for 

the stability limit and 51., for the chatter frequency, and are usually 
considerably better. 

The programme used to perform the simulation is described in 
APPENDICES A-3 and B-3 
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F 

General model of machine-workpiece system. 
FIG2.1 .. 

F 

Approximate model of machine-workpiece system for Kw <<K 
m 

FIG2.2. 

F 

Approximate model of machine-workpiece system for Km <<K 
w 

FIG2- 3. 
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Block diagram for regenerative chatter. 

FIG2. 
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Tmaginary 

Real 

Polar plot for nachine-workpiece rtx: >del 

FIG2. 
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Gain' 

w 

FIG2.6a. 

-186 

Phase 

Bode diagram for mchine-workpiece model 

FIG2.6b. 
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Imaginary 

3eal 
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Polar plot for the feedback transfer function 

FIG2- 10. 
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Gain 

FIG2.11 
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FIG2. llb. 
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Peal 

Gencralised polar plot for cpen loop response 

IITJ2.12. 
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Imgina. ry 
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Scme specific open loop responses 
FIQ2.13. 
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CHATTER SUPPRESSION ANALYSIS. 

Introduction. 

The control philosophy is based on the concept of creating. 
a machine-workpiece-controller system with an infinite apparent 
stiffness; i. e. no matter what variations occur in the cutting 
force, th3 relative tool-workpiece displacement remains constant 
and equal to the noiiinal depth of cut. This is achieved by means 

of an active tool positioner. The basic system is presented in 
block diagram forin in FIG3.1. Ideally Xw will equal Xt at 
all times, so that the relative tool-workDiece displacement is 

maintained constant, and chatter will never build-up. 

The next consideration is to choose a suitable input signal 

to the controller. As mentioned in aection 1.1ý0 Comstock USC3 

a measure of the relative tool-workpiece displacement (FIG1.3) 

and Nachtigal uses a measure of the cutting force (FIG1.4). It 

is proposed in this thesis to develope Nachtigal's method, by 

using a variable, digital model to predict the relative tool- 

workpiece displacement, and use a digital control alg4rithm to 
drive a stepping-motor tool positioner. The system is presented 
in block diagram form in FIGI. 5. 

It is shown in the previous chapter that the machine- 

workpiece dyna-nics can reasoriably be approximated by a second- 
order system. Hence, it is proposed to use a digital, second- 
order model to represent the machine-workpiece systern. In terms 

of Zu-transforms this can be respresented as follows (8,15,169 

18),. - 

x1 k) A Z-2 p- 2> 3.1 G(Z) Ff (k) 1+B -1 +B Z-2 illz 2' 
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where Z-n -nT i. e. a delay of n sample intervals. 
Therefore the output at the k th. sample instant is given by: - 

(k) = A,. Fc (k - 1) +A Fý (k -2) - Bl. X p(k - 1) -BX (k - 2) 2* 2P 
3.2 

This model is used to predict the relative tool-workpiece 
displacement at a given instant, from previously sampled values 
of cutting force and displacement. 

A digital controller is then used to convert these predicted 
values into control pulses to drive the stepper motor to the 

corresponding tool position. At its simplest, the controller 
merely calculates the number of steps and direction that the motor 

needs to move from its present position to get to the predicted 

position. 

By using a digital computer to implement both the model and 

controller it gives very'wide scope to introduce more complex 
models or sophisticated controllers to improve the overall 
performance. The only limitations on system complexity are the 

computer power and the time available between samples. There will 
be no financial cost penalties as with analogue or fixed digital 

controllers. 

In order to simplify the analysis of the system it is assumed 
the stepper motor has zero inertia and no damping. The overall 

effect of the controller and stepper motor is to behave in-a 

manner that can be approximated by a quantizer. A block diagram 

of-the simplified system is presented in FIG3.2. If it is assumed 
that the mtodel is an exact representation of the machine-workpiece 
dynamics, this system reduces to-that shown in FIG3.3a, which 
simplifies to the non-linearity shown in FIG3.3b. Both of these 

approximations must be considered when assessing the accuracy and 
usefulness of this analysis. The overall block diagram for the 

controlled system is shoan, in FIG, 3- 4, where N is the non-linearity 
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shown in FIG3.3b. 

2. Stability analysis. 

The behaviour and stability of'this type of system can be 

determined for the open loop characteristic: - 

KcoG(jw). N[,, H(jw) 3.3 

and the interaction between the linear and non-linear parts. 
The non-linearity can be analysed using the Describing Function 

method. However, because the input will generally not have a 

zero mean, it is necessary to use the Dual. -Input Describing 
Function (17). For the purpose of this analysis it is assurned 
that the input can be approximated by steady-state level With a 

superimposed sine wave-. - 

B+A. sin (w. t) 3.4 

The effect of the non-linearity on a sirfnal of this type is 

shown in FIG3.5. The DC gain (17) for the non-linearity can be 

expressed by: - 

NA =1, Y(B+ A. sinG). dG 3.5 
2 jTB 

and the AC gain (17) by: - 

2. TT IZIT 
NB =1 y(B+A. sin()). sin(). dO. +j. ýB+A. sino). CosGA9 

ITA !. 
where: -0 C) 16 

0=W. t 3.6a 
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and y(B + jl3inO) is the output trolr, the non-linearity. It can be 
3hoim(17) that for the non-linearity of FIG3.5., these give: - 

n- NB 1-Dp [('2i-l)/21. H + 
Ai 

=1 -A 

where: - 

U2i -1)/2 LH -B -3.7 A 

-1/2 -- 

- 

<-1 

11 /TTI-sin(20 1ý51 
ý<, 1 3.7a 

f 

and: - 

1/2 
---------- 

NA 1-Dq t(2i-1)/21. H + LH + 
AA 

i L7 

q 1ý2i-l)/2]. H -B 
A 

where: - 

[2/Tril 1 ý2 

Ma 

0 
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Using these expressions for the DC and AC -ains the relationship 
between the input and output for the non-linearity can be 

approximated as followst- 

Y(A+B. sinG) =NBOB + NA-A. sinG -3.9 
This gives an output of the same form as the input but with a DC 

co ,m-p. onent of NBO B and an AC amplitude of NA *A 
It can be seen from 

the expressions for 14B and NA that there is coupling between the 
DC -component and the AC gain, -and the AC am. -, )litude and the DC 

gain. This gives rise to two sets of functions, one set for NA 
Af or various fixed B, and one set for NB vs B for various fixed 
A. 

.. 
Some examples of these functions are presented in FIG3.6, and 

3.7. At this stage, it is obvious that stability anal7sis using 
the Describing Function method becomes unwieldly. However, it is 

useful to obtain a qualitative insight into the behaviour of the 

controlled system. 

It can be seen from FIG'S 3.6, and. 3.7, that both-the AC and, 
DC gains exhibit similar trends. When the respective variable 
amplitudes are near zero the behaviour of the non-linearity is 

strongly influenced by the corresponding fixed amplitude. If the 
fixed amplitude is near a quantization level a small initial 
increase in the variable amplitude will cause a relatively large 
decrease in the output (one quantization level), hence the non- 
linearity exhibits a large negative gain. t4hereas, with the fixed 

amplitude away from a quantization level, it takes a larger initial 
increase in the variable amplitude to cause a quantization jump, 

and hence the effective gain is smaller. In both cases the gain is 
unity until the first quantization jurnp occurs. Beyond this initial 
region the gain varies cyclically about zero due to the effect of 

, successive quantization levels. Due to the limiting behaviour of 
the non-linearity the overall trend is for the gains to tend to 
zero as the variable amplitudes tend towards infinity. 

Although the Describing Function method does not, in this 
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application, give a successful quantitative analvsis of the 

proposed chatter suppression method, it does prove useful in 

indicatinq qualitative trends. As is usually the case, the 

results of the Describing Function analysis must be 4ziewed with 

caution owing to the approximations involved, however it is 

clearly indicated tliat the overall effect is stabilising. 

3.3. Chatter suppression si-aulation 

Simulation of the chatter nuppression method gives another 

method of studying the behaviour of the controlled system. It 

enables a more comprehensive and realistic examination of the 

control method. Digital simulation is used to facilitate 

simulation of the delay term and the quantizer. A block diagram 

of the overall system considered in the simulation is presented' 
in FIG3.8. 

The control method is applied to the machine-workpiece 

systems Oand QI as described in section 2.3, and whose 
uncontrolled behaviour is shown in FIG'S 2.15, and 2.16, and 
FIG'S 2.18, and 2.19, respectively. Parameters for the controller 
and tool positioner are based on values for the experimental 
controller and tool ponitioner described in the next chapter. 
The'Step size and equivalent mass, spring, damper values are as 
follows: - 

Ss = 0.0006 7 

Kt = 17000 

Mt= 0.033 

Ct = 0.2 
The 3econd-order model parameters are chooen to represent three 
basic cases: 
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The 'best' second-order approximation of 
machine-workpiece dynamics. 
Tho natural frequency of the model below 

that of M. 
The natural frequency of the model above 
that of W. 

'Best' is taken to mean a model that has a polar plot that 

coincides with the major loop of the machine-workpiede plots 
shown in FIG'S 2.7a,, and 2.7b. 

Similations are performed with values of Kc 3 and 5 times 

greater than the limiting values for both systems. Results are 

presented for system(Din FIG'S 3.9, and 3.10, and for system 
in FIG'S 3.11, and 3.12. It can be seen that although 

there is some vibration present, the systems have not become 

unstable. FIG'S 3.13, and 3.14, are both for system(Dwith a 

value of Kc of 3 times greater than the limiting value. In FIG3. 

13s the model natural frequency is 5% below the 'best' value, and 

is just at the limit of stability. In FIG'S 3.14 the model 
natural frequency is 51jý above the 'best' value, and is severely 
unstable. 

a 

It is shown by these results that the control method can 

suppress chatter. However, the selection of a suitable model is 

critical, as mis-match by as little as 5ic; of the natural frequency 

can cause severe instability. 

Other simulations shoý-i that the bandwidth of the controller 

must be greater than that of the machina-workniece dynamics for 

successful chatter suppression. Investigations into tho effects 

of the controller stop size show that this is not a critical 

variable. However, there is a maximum size above which that 

suppression method does not work. This value depends on the 
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system being controlled. It is generally found that the smaller 
the step size the more effective the control method. 1ý1 

. 
The second-order model is shown to be a sufficiently good 

approximation to the machine-workpiece dynamics for effective 
operation of thin, control method. Selection of suitable model 
parameters is critical for successful application of the method. 
It 13 indicated that increases in KC of approximately 10 times 

are achieved by use of this control method. 

Details of the simulation programine are given in APPENDICES 

A. 5 and B-5 
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Effect of nonlinear controller. 
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INVESTIGATION OF MACHINE-WORKPIECE DYNAMICS. 

Introduction. 

In the stability analysis it is assumed that both the machine 
and the workpiece dynamics can be approximated by second-order 
systems. It is then shown that the resulting -nachine-workpiece 
s7stem also behaves like a second-order syste-n. 

The i)urpose of this investigation is to verify the assumptions 
about the machine and the workpiece dynamics, and to t'3st the 

predicted behaviour of the machine-workpiece syste-n. Two methods 
are used during the investigation: 

Impulse response testing 
On-line system identification. 

Impulse re3ponse testing. 

It is not proposed to elaborate on the theory of the impulse 

response method as it is well known (8,13,14 15). Both the 

machine and the workpiece are tested independ7ntly as well as 
combinations of machine and workpiece. The vibration induced by 
the impulses 'is monitored and co-npared to a , -,, eneralised second- 
order impulse response (see FIP4.1). The effective damping 
factor and the natural frequency can be deduced from the response 
using the following equations: - 

/MX 7= 
-___Iloq, 

(Mi 
41 

\/ 

[ 2., TT] 2, [tog 
e 
(Ml /M2)] 

2 

Wn =- 2-TT 
- 

4.2 
T. f1 --777 
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Details of the tests performed are given in Chapter 

4.3. On-line srstem identification. 
V 

Several system, identification techniques are reviewed 
(18,23,24,25,28,29), the one proposed by Kalman (18) 

finally being chosen. It has the following advantageous features: 

simple, on-line method 
easy implementation 

no special input signal required 
immediate availability of results 
small sampling period 

The parameters of a model chosen to represent the system to 
be identified are estimated from measurements of the input and 
output to the system. In this case the model is chisen to be 

second-order. This can be represented in discrete forra by the 
following linear difference equation: - 

ck= Alom k-1 +A 2' m k-2 - Bl. c k-1 -B 2' c k-2 - 
4.3 

where m k-n is the input and ck-n is the ouput at the k-n th. sample. 
The A's and B's are the system parameters. It can be seen from 
this equation that the output at a given samoling instant can be 

calculated from a knowledge of the input and output a. t the previous 
two sampling instants, and the syste, ri parameters. If the actual- 
values of the system parameters are not known they may be guessed,, 
and used to predict an approximate outý)ut. rhis nredicted value 
is then compared with the actual outaut and the error used to revise 
the preview estimates of the system parameters. In practice, the 
measure-. -ients of the slistem input and output are usually corrupted 
by noise and the method will give rise to incorrect estimates of 
the model parameters. So as to eliminate this effect, the prediction 
error can be calculated for many samples and the model parameters 
estimated usinv , the mean equared error: - 
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NE2 

k=l 

N 

k=l 
m4.4 

Where 61t and ck are the predicted and measured outputs . respectively, k 
The predicted output can be calculated from equation 4-3ý using 
past measured values of the input and the output. This leads to 
the following expression for the -mean squared error,. - 

E= .1N 
(Al. m k-1 +A 2* M k-2- B 1*ck-1 -B 2'Ck-2 Ck2 

NW4.5 

This error term is then minimised with respect to the model 

parameters so that: - 

ýE ýE E 6E 6 4 
, _ . 0 ýAj A2 ýB 1 ýB 2 

The following four simultaneous equations are obtained from these 

expressions: - 
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The O's are pseudo-correlation functions defined by: - 

cc 

(r - 
-r*cN -s 

4.7a 

0,, (r - 

0 mm 

mN4.7b 

N r" 
mN4.7c 

Gaussian Elimination(42) is used as a convenient method of solving 
these equation, 5. # 

The parameters obtained from, this estimqtion technique can 
be converted into the more familiar hystem parameters: 

natural frequency (w 
n 

damping factor 

gain (K) 

using the following transformations: - 

Wn. tog 
e 4.8 

2T B2 
wn. 7T 

wn 72 Cos-, .614.9 
T -2 

A2 wn. 7-T 
1-wn-11 7 -e 4.10 

sin 1 [T-wn-11 ý-7 
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The natural frequency (wn ) and damping factor (7) can be calculated 
by solving equations 4.8 and 4.9 simultaneously. It is noted that 
the constant A2 is theoretically zero if the model is an exact 
representation of the system being identified. 

The identification method is implemanted as an on-line computer 
programme. The inputs are digital representations of the cutting 
force and workpiece displacement (see next chapter). The output 
being the best estimates of the model parameters (Ats and B's) 

This identification programme is used mainly to test the dynamic 

characteristic of the combined machine-sorkpiece systems under 
actual cutting conditions. The force generated by the cutting process 
is the input to the system and the workpiece centreline displacement 
is the output. In order to identify the overall dynamics of the 

machine-. 1orkpiece systems (that used in the chatter and suppression 
analyses) the displacement should be measured relative to the cutting 
point (tool tip ). However, because of the instrumentation limitations 
discussed inýsection 5.2, the lathe bed is used as the reference 
point. The errors due to this approximation are expected to be 

small as the structure between the tool and the lathe, bed can be 

considered to be rigid. Details of the tests are given in Chapter 7. 

4.4. Discussion of the investigation methods. 

The impulse response method is an unsophisticated, but proven 
method of investigating system behaviour. It is a relatively simple 
task to monitor the response of the system to the impulse and deduce 

the nature of the system from this response. 
The parameter estimation technique, although fairly well 

established, has never been used in this demanding application. 
It is hoped to show that sensible results are obtained when the 
system is represented by a second-order model. 

Results of both the methods are compared and used to validate, 
or othon-iisc, the assumptions made in stability analysis. 

Kalman's method has been shown to give erroneous results if 
the input signals have a low signal-to-noise ratio. It is expected 
that this will not be the case in this application. However, if 
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suspect results are obtained, several methods are available (19, 

20,21,22,23), by which this basic technique may be improved. 
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RIG. 

Introduction. 

.;, 
pod in order to investigate The experimental rig is desip 

the machine-workpiece structure and the proposed chatter suppression 
method. It is based on a Colchester Triumph 2000 fixed bed turning 
lathe and features a tool positioner specially designed for the 

chatter suppression tests. A Data General Nova 820 minicomputer 
with analogue-to-digital conversion equipment is used to perform. 
the machine-ivorkpiece modelling and controller functions. A customised 
interface ia used to convert the computer generated control pulses 
into a form suitable for driving the tool po3itioner. Instrumentation 

was designed to enable measurementýhe cutting force and workpiece 
displacement. 

Descriptions of the individual pieces of apparatus used in 

the rig is presented in three parts. The first part deals with 
the instrumentation for the rig, the second the computer system, 
and the third the chatter controller, 

Oherever possible 'off-the-shelfl equipment is used in the 

rig, however some of the more specialised electronic apparatus is 

desigrned and built by the author with considerable cost savings. 
The tool positioner is designed by the author. 

2. Instrumentation. 

The instrumentation system is required to measure the cutting 
force and the workpiece displacement. This is preformed in several 
distinct stages: 

-transducers convert the physical variables into electronic 
signals. 
these signals are converted into proportional voltage 
signals. 
the voltage signals are filtered to prevent errors during 

sampling. 
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-- the filtered voltages are sampled and digitised into a 
form suitable for input to the computer, 

A diagram of the overall instrumentation system is given in FIG5. *l,. 

2.1. Workpiece displacement measurement. 

The workpiece displacement is measured as part of the tests 
to identify the machine-workpiece structure. Ideally, it is the 
displacement of the workpiece centreline, relative to the cutting 
4-col tip, that is required if the overall machine-workpiece, structure 
is to be identified. This cannot be measured directly, however, 
it. can be c3timated by monitoring the workpiece surface. 

This displacement is typi ally of the order of 1-5 thousands 

of an inch varying at frequen 's up to 30011z, and the surface to 
be monitored is m6ving at speeds up to 10 ft/sec. These requirements 

necessitate a high sensitivity, no-contact transducer, an obvious 
choice being an inductive type. The transducers used are Southern 
Instruments G- 324B with type M. 1822 oscillator and TE7 F14. 

pro-amplifier. -A detailed description and specification of this 

system are given in reference 43. The output is a DC voltage 

proportional to the displacement. A diagram of the overall system- 
is shown in FIG5.2. 

If the transducers are mounted near the cutting point they 

are subject to an environment of high localised temperatures, cutting 
fluid and swarf. This would lead to a noisýy signal, with-doubtful 
accuracy and reliability. 

In order to provide an environment suitable for the inductive 

transducers, they are mounted on a support which is clamped to 

the lathe bed, and monitor the surface of a reference disk attached 
to the workpiece. This introduces a small measurement error due to 
the shift of the reference point. However, this does not significantly, 

ffect the accuracy with the machine-tiorkpiece structure is identified. 
lot 

The reference disk is made from aluminium and is rigidly attached 
to a mild-steel test workpiece. Two transducers are mounted on a-- 
mild-steel support so they measure the displacements of the disk 
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in directions at 45*to the vertial through the workpiece centreline. 
A schematic diagram*of this arrangement is shoTAm in FIG5.4. TIjis 

arrangement is chosen to facilitate rigid mounting of the transducers. 
Tangential and radial adjustment of the transducers enables initial 

3et-up and calibration. PLATS5.1. shows the transducer mounting 
and the overall displacement measurement system. To ensure the disk 
is accurately centred it is trued 'in-situ' prior to the tests 0 

The measured displacements are used to calculate the horizontal 

and vertical values, using the following equations: - 

12 
1 

0 

V+ 

12 
5.2 

These equations do not take into account the coupling between movement 

of the disk in one direction and the measured displacement in: the 

other which is due to the circular nature of the disk. However, the 

error introduced in this case is negligible as the diameter of the 
disk is large compared to the displacement. 

The horizontal displacement is used primarily in the identification 

tests. A displacement in this direction has a much larger effect 
on chatter instability as it causes a radial relative movement 
between the tool and the workpiece. The vertical displacement is 

measured to provide information regarding the machine-workpiece 
dynamics. 

2.2. Cutting force mea3urement. 

The cutting force is monitored durin! -, both the identification 

and c'h6tter controller tests. These tests may have duration of between 

approximately 1 and 100 seconds, the force varyinp 
., 

at frequencies up to 
50011z Ath amplitudes between zero and 200 lbf. It is required to 
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measure this force in both the vertical and horizontal directions 

and to generate DC voltage signals proportional to these. force 

components. A system based on piezo-electric load cells is used 
to perform this function with charge amplifiers to convert the 

electrostatic charges generated by the load cells into proportional 
DC voltages. A schematic diagram of this arrangement is shown in 
FIG5.3. The load cells are KISTLER type 9321 (washers) and the 

charge amplifiers are KISTLER type 5001. Detailed descriptions 

and specifications for these components are given in reference 44. 
So that the cells operate within their linear region under 

all cutting conditions, they are preloaded. In the case of the 

vertical direction, the cell is sandwiched between the tool positioner 
baseplate and the lathe saddle. A screw jack arrangement is expanded 
to generate the required pre-load. The overall arrangement is shown 
in FIG5.5. and PLATE5., 4.. The horiýontal force measurement is 
implemented as part of the tool-positioner. Details of the clamping 
arrangement are shown in FIG5.6., the design of the tool positioner 
is di3cussed later in this chapter. The cell is clamped between 

the tool holder/31ider and the piston in which the driven ball-screw 
is mounted. The required pre-load is generated by tightening bolts 

which clamp the piston to the holder/slider. The overall arrangement 
can be seen in PLATE5.5. 

5.2.3.3ignal filtering. 

Because the instrumentation system involves a sampling process, 
it is necessary to filter the analogue signa ' 

ls prior to sampling. 
This prevents the introduction of laliassingt errors (9,13) which 
can result because of the discontinuous nature of the sampling 
process. These errors are caused by signal frequency components 
higher than the Nyquist frequency (half the sampling frequency). 
In order to remove these components each signal is passed through 
a low-pass filter with the cut-off frequency equal to the Nyqxxist 
frequency. 

The filters used for this application are a 2-pole active 

?I 
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type, model UAF31 by Burr-Brown. These can be taylored to the required 
cut-off frequency and Q-factor (damping) by the addition of external 
resistors. A detailed description and specification for this device 
is given in reference 45. One filter is used for each signal'. the 

resistors being adjusted so they all have similar characteristics. 
-Throughout the tests, sampling frequ--ncies of either 1,2 and 

4 KHz are used, requiring filters with cut-off points of 1,1-and 2 C) 

KHz respectively. The filter characteristics found most suitable 
for this application are obtained with a Q-factor of 2. It is required 
to filter up to a maximum of three signals. 

The circuit diagram for the filter unit (three channels) is 

given in FIG5.9. Values of the external resistors are given for 

cut-off frequencies Of '210 1 and Wiz, and a Q-factor of 2, 

2.4. Sample-and-Hold device. 

During the experimental tests it is required to sample up to 

three signals simultaneously. This cannot be preformed directly 
by the computer because of the serial nature of its input facilities. 
This would result in errors d, ia to staggering of the sampling instant 
(see FIG5.8). To overcome this problem a device is needed to ", - 

simultaneously sample the signals and hold the sampled values until 
digitized and input by the computer. The operation of such a device 
is sho-orn in FIG5.9. 

Control pulses from the computer trigger the 'sample' and 1holdt 

modes at the required times. In tho Isamplet mode the signals are 
unaffected by the device. As the device changes to the 1holdt mode, 
the value of the signals at that instant are stored. The stored 
values of th-a simultaneous samples are then digitized and input 

to the computer. 
The circuit diagram for the device is shown in FIG5.10, the 

main elements being three 3ample-and-hold amplifiers, model SlIC85 
by Burr-Bro,, m. A detailed design anA performance specification is' 

given in reference 46. The remainders of the circuit converts the 

control pulses from the computer into voltý ge levels to drive the 
'sample' and 'hold' modes of the amplifiers, 

The amplifiers must be switched to the thold? mode at least 
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; Mecs before the held values can be input to the digitizer. This 

allows time for the amplifiers to settle to the correct values., - 
If the 'hold' mode is selected for more than lmsec, long term drift 

'may occur resulting in voltages of up to 15 volts appearing at. the 

amplifier output. As this could damage the digitizer, it is prevented 
by switching to the Isamplet mode immediately all the held values 
have been digitized. 

The computer instructions to select the tsamplel mode for the 

device are : 

SLJBZL n, n 
DOA n, 76 

where In' is a number 0 to 3. 
These have the effect of setting DAL05 ='1', andoutput this data 

bit to device 76 (the sample and-hold device). 
The computer instructions to select the 'hold' mode for the 

device are : 

SUB n, n 
DOA n, 76 

where In' is a number 0 to 3. 
These set DATA15 =101 and output this data bit to the device. 

The sample-and-hold device and filters are constructed as a 

single unit (se(.,, PLATC5.2). This provides a compact processing 

unit to handle up to three signals. 

2.5. Analogqe-to-digi, tal-converter. 

To complete the instrumentation chain, the sampled values must 
be converted into digital form.. This operation is performed by an 

analogue-to-digiýal converter which, in. this case, is an integral 

part of the computer system. It can handle up to eight different 

sampled signals (one at a time) and convert these into binary code. 
The input signals must be in the range -5 volts to +5 volts, generating 

I 
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proportional binary numbers in the range ý-512 to +511, represented 
in the two's complimant convention. Voltaa, es between levels are 

rounded to the nearest binary number, thus the conversion error is 

:ti the difference between the levels. A detailed specification 
and operation guide can be found in reference 47. 

The computer instructions required to drive the converter are 
as follows : 

LDA n, CHAN 
WAS n, ADCV 
SKPDN ADCV 
imp . -l 
DICC n, ADCV 

where In' is a number 0 to 3, CHATJ = channel number 0 to 8. 

These select the channel number of the signal to be convertedo 

start the conversion, wait for it to be completed, and then input 

the digital value to the computer memory. 
The time for one conversion is approximately 20/ý4sec. ý, 10 /, sec 

conversion time and 10., m3ecs to execute th- associated computer 
instructions. 

The analogue-to-digital converter is shown in PLATS35.6 and 5.7. 

5.3. The Data Genwal NOVA 820 minicomputer. 

I 
It is not within the scope of this thesis to describe in detail 

the operation of the computer system. All rel4vent information can 
be obtained from reference 47. 

Basically it is a general-purpose 16-bit machine with four 

working accumulators. The configuration use(I throughout this reseach 

project consists of 8 Ic words of core memory, tele-type, high speed 
paper tape reader, and analoguc-to-digital converter. 

All the programmer, are written in the assembler lan,,,,, uage designed 
for this machine. Two main progr3MMeS are used during the tests. 

one to perform the on-line 3ystem identification, the other the 

chatter control function. Another program-ne is used to enable the 

chatter control system to be driven as a CNG machining device. 

III 
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0 
This is discussed in greater detail in the next chapter. Listings 

of all the programmes are given in Appendix B. 
itn overall view of the computer svstam is shown in PLATES5.6 

and 5.7. The high speed paper tape readar is used to input programmes 
to the computer and the teletype to input numeric data and output 
results. The analogue-to-digital converter is used to input real- 
time analogue data (see previous section). 

5.4. The chatter suppressor. 

The basic chatter suppression method is outlined in block 
diagram form in FIG1.5. Both the model and controller are implemented 

as programmes executed by a digital computer. A stepping motor is 

used as the driver for the tool posiýion3r as it is easily interfaced 

to the computer. It also offers the advantage that a high precision 
positioner is obtained without the need for feedback. 

Thasampled and digitized cutting force signal is input to 
the model, from which the relative tool-viorkpiece displacement is 

predicted. Thip is then uszýd to generate a control. signal to drive 

the tool positioner. Flowcharts for the overall computer programme 
are given in Appendix A and. listings in Appendix 3. 

Details of the tool positioner are presented in two parts 
the ccmputer interface 
the tool holder and drive -. iechanism. 

The interface unit converts the control signals generated bv the 

computer into pulses to drive the stepping motor. Alead screll 
converts the rotar; motion of the motor into the required linear 

tool motion. The tool holder is constrained to move A the direction 

of the screw axis. 
The overall tool position,: ýr is do-signod to providn. lin3ar 

displacements up to a maximum about 0.1 of an inch in steps of 
.1?. either 3 or 3 of a thou. 11esponsb'timom - of ! 10. insecs per step or 

better, are achieved. 

Tile computer interface. 

Signals output bv the cornputer are týrpirallv short duration, 
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low voltage pulses (see reference 47). These must be converted into 

voltage levels capable of switching transistors which control the 

stepping motor drive board. Thera are three inputs to the drive 
board : 

--k,,, l o (I c 

-- Direction 

-- Step pulse 
The motor executes 200 steps /rev if the mode input is. grounded, 

or 1ý00 steps /rev if it is open circuit. Forward or reverse motion 
is obtained when the direction input is grounded or open circuit 
respectively. One stop is moved by the motor everytime the step 
pulse input goes from ground to open circuit. A more detailed 
description of the drive board and its inputs is given in references 11 

and 48. 
The circiut diagram of the interface unit is given in FIG5.11. 

It shows how the pulses, from the computer are used to set flip-flops, 

whose outputs control open-collector transistor switches which are 

connected to the drive board inputs. 
The computer instructions which generate 

the interface and cause the motor to move one 

LDA n, CONTROL 
DOBS n, 76 
LDA n, SPEBD 
STA n, CBT 
D3Z CIIT 
J14P . -l 
14IOC 76 
LDA -n, SPEED 
STA n, CNT 
DSij MIT 
jillp . -1 

the pulses to drive 

step are as follows 

WhereWis the number of the computer accumulator to be used, 0 to 
The direction and step size (mode) are determined by tCONTROLt 

which has-the following legal formats. 
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040000 --- forward, 200 steps /rev. 

140000 --- reverse, 200 steps -/rev. 
000000 fonvard, 400 steps /rev. 

100000 reverse, 400 steps /rev. 

The step occurs when the instruction INIOC 761 is executed by 

the computer. Several steps are produced by going'round the 
instruction loop the required number of times. The speed at which 
the motor steps is controlled by the'count tSP3EDI. This is usually 
calculated by the programme, prior to step output, bythe 

relationship :- 

SPEED TIMER 
- -S. 

3 
2xN , 1-10 of steps 

Where tTIM310 is the maximum count that can be performed by the 

computer between two consecutive sets of pulses (sample period). ' 
Care must be taken with the value of ISPEEW so as to prevent the 

step pulse'rate exceeding the motor maximum speed. 
Construction details of the interface and drive unit can be 

seen in PLAT35.3. N 

5.4.2. The tool positioner. 

As mentioned in the previoun section, the stuppinr, motor 

'10 step /rev rotary motion. generates cither. a 200 step /rev or a 
This is converted into linear motion by means of a precision lead 

screw and re-circulating ball-nut. The ball-nut is rigidly attached 
to the tool holder which is supported by two linear re-circulating 
ball bearin'gs. These run on two hardened steel shafts. 

The basic design of the tool positioner and the ball-nut 

mounting are shovm in FIG5.12, FIG5.6 and PLATZ5.5. This 

arrangement is used as it provides : 
a compact, robust unit. 
high rigidity in directions perpendicular to the 
axis of movement. 
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easy mounting on to the lathe saddle (see PLATE5.6, 
PLATE5.7 and PLATE5.8. ). 

simple maintenance and assembley. 
The lead screw and ball-nut have a pitch of 0.125 inches, 

giving linear step sizes 0.33 and 0.67 of a thou when combined 
with the stepping motor. A detailed specification for the stepping 
motor (SIGMA model 20-3437-D200) is given in reference 11, and 
for the ball-nut/screw in reference 49. The linear bearings ran 
on 0.375 inch diameter silver steel shafts, each providing a1 
inch bearing surface. Positive linear location of the lead screw 
is ensured by a deep groove ball bearing mounted between the motor 
shaft and the screw. 

The mass of the tool holder is minimised so as to obtain the 
best dynamic response for the tool positioner. It is found (see 

section 8.3.1. ) that the minimum response time for the positioner 
is 10 msecs/step. 

The tool positioner described in this section is a prototype. 
Considerable development is required to improve the dynamic response 
of the system.. This can be achieved by several methods , as described 
in references 10 and 11, which can be used to increase power input 
to the stepping motor. Also, current developments in stepping motor 
design are resulting in much faster devices. 
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COAPUTOR NUMERICAL CONTUOLLED TURNING. 

1. Introduction. 

Although the tool positioner described in Chapterý5 is designed 
for small amplitude motion (1 to 5 thou), it has a maximum 
displacement of about 1 inch. This capability is utilised in the 

simple 
b. N. C. turning. system presented in this chapter. The system 

enables complex, axi-symmetric components to be produced directly 

f rom equations specifying it's-shape, 

2. System design and implementation. 

The basic system consists 6f a lathe, tool positioner and 

minicomputer. A schematic diagrara of the machining geometry is 

shown in FIG. 6.1. The axial displacement (1) is generated 
automatically by the feed of the lathe saddle. The depth of cut 
(d) is controlled by the minicomputer driving the tool positioner. 
These two. variables are related by an equation which. specifies 
the shape of the component. This has the general form: - 

dfL6.1 

In the case of the prototype system, tAM 3xi, 11 PO-lition (x) 

is calculated by the equation: - 

I. 

= 6.2 

Where f and r are the feedrate (inches/rev. ) and speed (r. p. m. )j 

and-t is the time (mins. ) from start of cutting. Prior-to the 

start of machining, 'the axial position and depth of cut are set 
to known references by means of the saddle and slide positioners. 
These are chosen depending on the overall dimensions of the 

,. component to be machined. Once machining commences the minicomputer 
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calculates the axial position at do3crete time intervals (equation 
6.2. ) and the corresponding depth of cut (equation 6.1. ). The 

required number of steps and direction are then output to the 

tool positioner. A flowchart of the control programme is given 
in APPENDIX A and the main computer programme in APP31MIX B. 

At present the shape equation is implem-, nted as a pair of 

subroutines. One irputs the paramotcr3 of the shape equation from 

the telctype, and the other performs the calculation of the depth 

of cut. Different basic shapes are represented by differont pairs 

of subroutines. This method is used for development only and will 
be replaced by an equation interpreter which will input the 

complete shape equation from the teletype. 
The main disadvantage in calculating the axial position is 

the errors which are introduced by inaccuracies in the lathe speed 

and feed. Thi3 problem may be overco-ne by direct measurement of 

the axial position. 11owevor this increases the complexitv and expense 
Of the 3yr3tC1,1. 

The major differences between the system described hiere and 
conventional numerical lathes are as'follows 

it is equation-driven, not 'point - to - pointt. 
existing lathes can be easily modified by 'adding-on' 
the tool positioner and minicomputer. 
it is relatively cheap. 

At present the main expense is the minicomputer. It is forseen 
that this -could be replaced by a microcomputer with considerable 
cost savings. The tool positioner also needs soma modification 
to'give greater tool travel and workpiece clearance. A proposed 
design is shown in FIG6.2. Work is in progress to develop a 
two axis version of the system. This will be capable of producing 
a more complex range of components with greater accuracy and 
repeatibility. 

113, ýamplcs of components produced by the system. 

Two basic applications of the C. N. C. turning system are 
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presented in this section. PLATZ6.1 shows a typical machining 

set-up and some of the components produced by the system. 

''. The component on the left has a shape equation of the form: - 

M0<I 2* 

< m M3 ml 
M2 

mi 6.3a F m3- r 
m2 
m 6.3b 
.4 M3 - M5 

mIM<6.3c 

5- s 
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The other two components have the same basic shape equation: - 
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It was found while using the experimental system that tivo 

main problem areas exist. Firstly, whon high rates of change of 

cutting depth are required, the tool positioner cannot keep 

pace. Secondly, the shape of the cutting tool must be carefully 

chosen for the shape of component to be machined. 
There is much work to be done to create an acceptable 

manufacturing system, however the capabilities of the concept 

are clearly demonstrated, 
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7. tXPERIM- NTAL WORK. 

7.1. Introduction. 

The experimental work performed during this research project 
falls into three main catagories, these beintg: 

the investigation of the machine-r. rorkpiece dynamics 
the validation of the chatter controller 
the testing of the chatter suppression method 

description of the experimental procedures is presented in four 

sections. The first gives details of the instrumentation and 

calibration, the other threa describe the catagories outlined above. 
All the apparatub used throughout the experimental work is 

described in Chapter 5. 

Results of the various experiments arn also included in this 
Chapter, and are discussed in detail in Chapter 8. 

7.2. Instrumentation set-up and calibration. 

In order that the signals monitored during the experimental 
work are accurately related to the physical variables being measured, 
the instrumentation system must be carefully set-up and calibrated. 
This is carried out to determine the following relationships: 

voltage output to physical variable 
digital representation to physical variable 

Regular chocks are also necessary throur, 7hout tho testing to prevent 
errors due to drift and physical interference. 

All calibration is performed 'in-situ' by applying known inputs 
to the transducers and measuring the output voltage and the digital 

representation. 

2.1. Setting-up the filtcr and sample-and-hold unit. 

Brý-forc calibration is performp. d the filtors and sample-and- 
hold alilplificr3 must be adjusted to eli-iinate any D. C. offset. This 
is achieved by grounding the inputs to the devices and adjusting 
tho 'trim-pots' so that the outputs are z(-, -ro. 
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Regular checking of this unit is al3o n,, ýcessary to correct 
for long term drift. This proceduce is thrý saýn( Is tll,, It for initial 

set-up. 

2.2. C,, libration of the force meamim. mcmt syotcm. 

Prior to calibration of this ryst, -!, Ti, the load cralls ar", pr(', - 
loaded to cnsurn -they always opcrate, within their linear ran! -, e. 
For the vo. rtical axis this is achieved by expanding a screw jack, 

and for the horizontal axis by thightening the ballscrew clamping 
bolts. Tile amount of priý-Ioad is gradually increased until the 

output sig, sign of 'flattening' ev, ýn under the most 
. 
nal shows no .> 

severe cutting conditions. 
The charge amplifiers ara then r, -, 3t to the ro. quired sensitivity. 

20 pc/lb. for the horizontal exis 
5 pc/lb. frýr the vertical axis 

and tile ti, ne constant set to long. Cutting opo-rations are then 

performed for a range of cutting conditions and the amplifier gains 

adjusted so that the output voltage nev, 3r cxc-3eds Ip volts. This 

allows a1 volt, safety margin before the A-D converter overloads. 
The calibration is performed by applyinF, a series of known 

load3, to the tool tip and monitoring the outputs. This is done in 

a load-up/load-down manner, the output voltage and digital 

representation being noted at-each load. Vertical and horizontal 

calibrations are p(ýrforTcd indepand4ntly. Checks are also made 
to determine the, cross-talk between the two axes. So as to 

minimise the effects of measurement noise and observation errar, 

several calibrati6n runs are perforiried and the scaling factors 

, cd reading. calculated for the avtýratr 
Calibrati. on curves for the v, ýrtical an(l horizontal axes are- 

shown in FIG7.1. and FIG7.2. respectively. Cross-talk between 

the axes is negligible at the loading levels encountered during 

tile tests. 
Durin!,, till calibration and test runs, the chargzi amplifiers 

. must be reset prior to use, This prevents orroncous readings being 

obtained due. to aniplific-r drift. A warm-up poriod, of about 30 

minutes should be allow, ýd with this equipmont. 
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7.2.3. Calibration of the displacement measurement system, 
I., 

Before the displacement measurement system can be calibratedg 
the reference disk must be accurately centred. This is ensured 
by machining the disk ? in-situ' and then smoothing the surface 
with fine emery paper. The transducer mountings are then adjusted 
so that their axes are at 45ý' to the'vertical and pass through 
the disk centre (see FIG5.4. ). Next, the initial gaps between 

the transducers and the disk-are set to 10 thousandths-of-an-inch. 
This is achieved by adjusting the clamping nuts and checking the 

gaps with a feeler gauge. A 10 Ithoul gap is used as it provides 
the required combination of. sensitivity, linearity and clearance. 

The lathe is then run under non-cutting conditions and the 

oscillators and F. M. units adjusted (see reference 43) to give 
, 

maximum 

output signals. If the reference disk is not correctly centred, 
as indicated by a sinusoidal signal, the setting-up procedure 
must be repeated. 

Calibration of the system is now performed. This is done by 

varying the gap between the transducer and the disk and recording 
the corresponding output voltage and digital representation. The 

gap is varied by means of the transducer clamping nuts, and 

measured with a feeler gauge. Calibration curves for the two axes 

are given in FIG7.3. and FIG7.4. 

The di3placem3nt measurement system requires a warm-up period 

of about 30 minutes. Care is also required to ensure that all cables 

-are kept clear of the rotating parts. The disk must be checked 
for concentricity beýore all tests, and re-trued if necessary* 

7.3. Tests. on the ma china -work pi(-- ce structure. 

Three typos of test are performed to determine the nature of 
the ma6hino-workpiece dynamics. These are 

cutting tests 
impulse responce tests 

on-line system identification 
Ohere recording of the cutting force or workpiece displacement 
is required, an ultra-violet oscillograph. is used. 
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7.3.1. Cutting tosts. 

Cutting operations are carried out for a vziriety of cutting 

conditions, includinfý chattering, and thi cutting force and 

workpiece di3placoment are monitored. a briaf outline of the 

experimental procndure is (-ivt-. n below: 

Set-up the U. V. oscillograph, 

allow the in3trumintation to warm-up 

calibrate thýý instrura=tatinn (s. 2n, gcctir, -)n 
7.2. ) 

set-up the workpince and cattinf, tool 

select the lathe speed and fncdrate' 

set depth of cut 

start lathe 

start U. V. oscillngraph 

co-nmence cutting operation 

record trace for about 10 to 20 seconds 

stop cutting th,! n U. V. o3cillograph 
Some representative examplos. of cutting force and workpiece 
displace-nont traces are preuented in-FIG7.5. to FIG7.19. The 

cutting parameters associated with each oxample are included on 

the figure. 

:'3.2. Impylse response te3to. 

Impulse response tests are performad on both the machine, 
and with varioUs types of workpiece clampad in thn chuck. In the 

case of the 'machine-only' tosts the displacement transducers are 
arranged to monitor the chuck surface. Althoulh this configuration 
cannot be used with tho lathe running, static tests are possible. 
Whan a workpiece is in uGe, a reference disk is used (see FIG5.4. 

and PLATA. 1. ). This enables tests with the lathe both running 
and stationary. 

The impulse is generated by striking either the chuck or 
workpiece with a soft mallet. This rather crude method is found 
to give a sharp, clean impulse. The experimental procedure is 

as follows: 

set-up the U. V. oscillograph 
set-up the workpiece and reference disk (iP required). 
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allow instrumentation to warm-up 
calibrate the displacement instravnitation (sAýe section 7.2-3) 

start the Inthe (if required running) 

start the IJ. V. oscillograph 
deliver impulse(3) 

stop the U. V. oscillograph 
Some typical responses are given in FIG7.20. and FIG7.21. Details 

of the conditions for each test are included on the rnspectiv, ý 
figures. 

7.3.3.. On-lino. systoin idontification tes"u-s. 

The -. icthod described in section 4.3. is used to do-tormine 
the transfer function-,: 

relating the horizontal force to the horizontal 

workpicce displacement 

relating the vertical force to th(;, horizontal 

workpioce displacement 
Both are assumid. to be second-order,. and the identification method 

estimates the 'bestl parameters (see section 4.3. ) for these 
functions. The tests are not extended to include the vertical 
displacement as this is thought to be of only minor importance in 

chatter instability. 

a the implementation of the method, tind evaluate In order to prov, 
its performance, tests are performed on known second-order systems. 
Once proven, the mithod is used to examine the machine-workpiece 

structure. 

7.3.3.1. Hethod cvaluation. 

An analogue computer is used to model a second-order systemg 
the system parameters being varied by means of potentiometers. 
These paramnters are set to several knovni valueas and the system 
excited by an input , --, ignal. Tfirce type of input rignal are LISod: 

pseudo random binary sequence 
square wave 

sine wave 
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The input and corresponding output are monitored by the minicomouter 
and the 'best' estimates for the parameters are calculated and 
output to the toletype. 

ji schematic diar rn of the exparim: -)ntal arrangement is given ra 
in FIG7.22. with the analogue model detailed in FIG7.23. 
Flowcharts for the identification pro,, Tramme arb presented in 

APPENDIX A. 6. and listings in APPENDIX B. 7. 
The analogue computer is an BAI PACO TR-48, details of which 

are given in reference 50. 
The experimental procedure is as follows: 

switch on electronic equipment and allow a 30 minute warm- 
up pariod 

set the signal generator to the required signal 

selcct frequency and amplitude for signal 

select the model para. m3ters by adjusting the respective 

potentiometers 

set the analogue computer to 'run' (see reference 50) 

start the identification programme and input the 

programme constants via the teletype (see APPE14DIX B. 
The identification prorrramme then proceeds to estimate the system 

r paramaters 
It is'found from these tests that a sample frequency of 

approximately 10 timas the input signal frcqtl,,. ncy pave thrý most 

accurate results. The sample size (number of samples per run) was 

varied without noticable, effect. 
Results of several runs are given in FIG7.24. and FIG7.25. 

The variables associated with each test are included on the 

respective fi,!,,, ures. 

3.3.2. lachina-workpiece idontification tests. 

The results of the tests described 
7.3.2. are used to select the required 
and, sampling frequency. These being such 
is about 10 times the dominant frequency 

signal, and the filter cut-off frequency 

in sections 7.3.1. and 
filter cut-off frequency 
that the sampling frequency 
in the workpiece displacement 
half the sampling frequency. 
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The sxperimontal rig uned throughout the tests is shown 
in PLAT35.6. It is similar to thn arrangement usod during the 
validation tests, oxcept that the analogue computor is replaced 
by the lathe and instrumentation. The experimental procedure 
is as follows: 

warm-up electronic apparatus 
set-up and calibrate instrumentation (see section 7.2. ) 

set-up workpicce and cutting tool 

seloct latho spccd and fecdratc 

select and set depth of cut 
start the identification propramine and input the set 

points and t3calin,,.,, factors for the instrumontation, and 

other runtime constants (see APPSNDIX 13. 

start the lathe and conmn. nce cuttirg 
Estimates of the machine-work. piece parameter estimates are output 

cuttincr to the teletype. To3ts are conducted for a range oft 

conditions including chatt, )rin, r,,. A su, -. lnar.,, r of tho rosults is 

given in FIG7.26. 

7. Tool positioncr tests. 

The dynamic parforriance of th, ý) tnol positionar is investigated 

by observin7, it's rcsponse to kno-, in inputs. Two typis, of input 

fire used: 

: -, inrrlc step, fomard th--: n rcvp. rs, -, 

sine wave, various frequancics and amplitlides 
These are usod to determino tho tstop/starttt and Itracking' 

capabilitios, fro-ni 1, ihich th3 ovorall or)rformance limitations can 
be inferred. 

lp. 1. Forward/rovorse risponse. 

For th: ýse tests the tool positionar is rep-3atý3dly driven oný3 
btep forward then oric stop revorý3c. 

The tool poGitioner is rigidly clamped to I, nl'ounting, olate 
and an inductive (lisplacoment transducer is positioned to 
mr onitor the-axial motion of thi tool. A aluminium bar with a 
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square end is used as a du-imy tool, and an initial gap. of 10 'thou' 

is set between the tnol end and the transducer. ' The masurement 
system is set-up anti calibratqd or, described in section 7.2. 

A test pro,! ýra-nme is tis;:! d to ]rive the positiow)r in a 
forward/reverse motion. TI'm dirplace-mnnt is recorded on a U. V. 

oscillograph for drive frequencies botwicn 5 and 100 11z. Som. -3 
typical results are shown in FIG7.27 to FIG7.32. 

7.4.2. Fro-qu-1-nmr/amplitorIn tests. 

Using the 3a-no experi-iontal arrangcm,, -; nt as described in the 

previous section, thi Do3itiow3r is driw-ýn to Itrack' a nignal 

frorm a signal F, -3ncorator. The initial grap b-1tween the tool and thl 

transducer is set to approximately 50 Ithout. This ýnsarns 

sufficient clearance for large arnplitudc (Usplacem, )nts and 

gives a linear range of about 80 'thou'. Sine wav, )s are used for 

the majority of the tests although square. waver, and triangular 

waves are also trind. 
A computer progra, nme is used to. samplo the input signal 

and calculate and output the required control pulses to the 

stepping motor. 
Input oignal. s with frequencies b-tween 5 and 50 liz. are used, 

with various arnplitudos. Rcnults of a representative group of 

tests are given in FIG7.27 to FIG7.32. 

The r. -ýsults of these tests are used to dotorminn. the limiting 

response of the tool nonitionar. Thoy are used in the sel-, ction 

of a machine-workpieco configuration for use in the chatter 

suppression to-its. 

5. Chatter sappre-olsion tests. 

In order to detcminc the offcct of the SUppres. sion rn(,., thod 
in a workshop onvironmont, various cuttin,, -, oparations are 
performed both with and without the controller. Tha offect of 

switching, the controller Inn-thon-off 
II 

't durinry cutting is also 
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observed. Prior to the cutting tests, the chatter suppressor 
tested to validate the implementation. I 

7.5.1. Chatter suppressor validation. 

Using the complete chatter suppressor (model, controller and 

pOsitioner), the response to known inputs is observed. A second- 

order model with a natural frequency of 1 11z. and a damping factor 

of 0.1 is usod so that the suppressor response is easily seen. The 

c-1porimental arrangnm=t is the sarne as that dc-scribcd in section 
7.4.1;, with the inclusion of a force transducer. Stop and sine 

wave forces arc applied to the transducer and the tool positioner 

movement is monitored. Similar tests 
" 
are performed with the 

suppressor installed on the lathe. In this case, the input force 

is applied to the tool tip. 
For both groups of tests, the observed step and frequency 

response is compared to the Gxpected second-order responses. 
Correct implementation is inferred by agreement between the 

observed and expected responses. 
In 

' 
order to determine the limits on the overall performance 

of the chatter suppressor a series of tests is performed where the 

natural frequency of the model and tho sine wave input are 

gradually incroased. The natural frequency always being about 
3011o above the input frequency. It is found that the suppressor has 

a limiting response of 3 steps (1 Ithoul ) at a frequency of 30 11z. 

This is determined by the position,,! r which is found to be an order 

of ma, -ýnitudc slower than the computation tiri-io, of the model and 

controllor. 

7.5.2. Effects of the chatter suppressor. 

Using the results of the suppressor validation tests, a 

workpiece is chosen so that th-- chattor conditions are within 
til-, limits of tho suppressor porfortm. incc. As a general rule, tile 

chzitt-ýr frequency (approximately equal to tho natural frequency) 

mant be about 20,,, ,, lans than the maximaii uscable froquency of the 

supproosor. Vius a machino-workpiece confif, uration is chosen to 
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have a chatter frequency of about 24 117.. It is found from the 

structural tests (see section 7.3. ) that the damping factor ie 
0.2 and the gain is 12,500 lbf/in. 

The experimantal arrangement is shoirn in FIG17- 33, PLAT25- 7 

and PLATE5.8. The model is set up to have norninal parameters equal 
to the experimentally determine machine-ý, vorkpiece parameters. 
Throughout the tests, the tool positioner is operated with a third 

of a 'thou' step size. The sampling frequency is set to 250 Hz, 

with the filter cut-off frequency at 125 liz. 
Cutting tests are performod for a range of speeds, feedrates 

and depths of cut, both chattering and non-chattering situations 
being covered. For each set of cutting conditions, three test runs 

are performed: 
without the suppressor 
with the suppressor 
with the suppressor switched 'off-thcn-on' during the run 

The effectiveness is assessed by monitoring the cutting forcet 

which is recorded on a U. V. oscilloaraph. The experimental procedure 
is as follows: 

warm-up electronic equiprrvýnt 
set-up and calibrate instrurfiontation (see s3ction 7.2. ) 

set-tip workpiece and cutting tool 
s-. lict lathe sp(,. ed, f-, edrate and (I ! pth of cut 

start thn suppression prograrnme (if rcquirtýýd) and input 

the model parameters, instrumentation set points and scaling 
factors and programme constants (see APPENDIX B. 8) 

start the cutting operation 
start the J. V. oscillograph 

The length of the tr--st runs vary b: 7-ýtv;,. -en 10 arid 30 srýconds, depanding 

on the rat,, ý of chatter build-up. 
It io found durin! ý the tests th3t th, -ý horizontal cutting force 

is not suitable as input to the chatter supprrissor as it is effected 
by thi tool positioner drive force. This is duo, to poor siting of 
the transducer. Th,,. -ý v, ýrtical cuttin(,, forc.,,, is free from this 
int, ýrfarancr. - and is us, --d for all the trýsts. i second-order model 
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is still used as it is zhown from the identification tests that. 
an approximate I-econd-order relationship exists between the vertical 
force and the horizontal displacement. I-latching of the model 
to the machine-workpiece dynamics is dono by 'trial-and-orrorl as 
the nominal parameters do not usually prqve to be sufficiently 

accurate. 
Although this is not presý, -ntly acceptable as a practical, 

technique, the problem may be overcoma by developing further the 

on-line identification m, ýthod. 5ev-ýral m, -, thods of improving the 

basic least squares technique are availabla (19,20,21', 22,23). 

These both improve tho accuracy and noise i, niiunity of the method, 

and are used successfully in other practical applications. 
Aesulto, of so: n-- representative t, ýsts are shown in FIG7.34 

to FIG7.36. It is found that the matching of model and system 

param: -ýters is very difficult to achieve and many unsuccessful 

attempts to sunprn. ss chatter are not prcsenited. 

7.6. ttcVjw. 

The experimental tests are parrormed in order to prove the 

system design and implementation, and evaluato the effectiveness 
of the suppression method. In this section, the results of all the 

individual tests are reviewed and the relevant achievements and 

problems are highlighted in the 
, 
context of the overall system. 

The'instrumantation performs satisfactorilyg although some 
problems are encountored during the chatter suppression tests. This 

is due to the tool positioner drive force being transmitted to the 

transducer, which should ideally be placed at the tool tip. As this 
is not practical, one alternative would be to use strain gauges on' 
the tool. Because of this problem, only the vcrtical cutting force 
is used during the chatter suppression tests. 

All the tests to aid identification of the machine-workpiece 
dynamics provide useful results. The cattinq tosts give an insight 
into the ovcrall behaviour of the ny5tam, especially during 

chattering. The impulse response tests are particularly useful in 
demonstrating tho second-order nature of the machine-workpince 
dynamics. Results from the on-line identification tests are found 
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'61011 OF IL, 08JUS. DISCULIP 

Introduction. 

The results obtained during the expcrimt3ntal work are discussed 

and related to the theoretical analysis an(I simulation. Parallels 

are d'rawn bctwcon this work and that of Co; nstock, and Nachtigal. 
Problems oncountered during the project are outlined, with 

suf, gestions for further re3carch and develop-, iont work. 

Ma chin e-work piece dynamics. 

During tho theoretical analysis, tho machine-workpisce structure 
is representeo by a dual mass-spring-darn. per systc_-n (see FIG2.1). 

This is shown to have a fre-cluency renponsa similar to a second-order 
systcýa, for practical combinations of miichine and workpiece. In 

f-ronaral, the experiments derAgned to ovaluatn this structure show 
this to be the case. 

The catting tests primarily provide infor: nation about the nature 

of the cutting force and workpiece displacement and the relationship 
between the two. 

It is found that tha cutting force varies, greatl,,,, r, depending 

on the cutting parameters (speed, foodrato- ari'd depth of cut) 
3asically, there are two distinct components in the cutting force 

signal. One appears as a I-ow amplitude, laigh frequency 'noise'-ivhi_Ch 

it) due to microscopic variations in the structure of the metal 
being cut. The other coriponent ranrr,, ýs frnn large amplitude, random 
jumps to almost sinusoidal variation. n. These may be caused by several 

-macroscopic 
factors, 3uch as: 

hard spots or weakness in the metal. 
depth of cut variations. 
machine vibrations. 
non-linear effects in the cutting process i. e. slip-stick 
tool motion. 

chatter. 
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11 Some examples of the types of cutting force r)ignal found daring 

turninr, operations are given in FIG7.5 to FIG, 7.16, FIG7.18 

and FIG7.19. 

It is observed that the workpince displacement is much less- 

noisjy than the-cutting force. This can be seen from FIG7.8 to 
FIG7.139 FIG7.16 and FIG7.17. 

During chattering, both the force and displacement signals 
become dominated by a large amplitude, sinusoidal component. This 
behaviour is predicted by the theory and the digital simulation 
(see FIG2.14 to FIG32.19), and also agrecs 1, Yith sl! nulations, 
pnrformed by Comstock (1). On tho li-nit of chatter stability, 
it is noticed br., )th fron the simulation (see FIG2.14 and FIG2.17) 

and the cutting tests (see FIG7.14 and FIG7.18) that a 'beats' 

effect is present. This is dun, to tho reg'eneration of the vibrations 
on each cycle of the workpiece. 

From the cutting tests, it is found that the dominant frequency 

component, when. using the test workpiece (see PLATI&5- 1), is about 
200 11z. This is especia. 1ly evident during chattering (see FIG7.14 
to FIG '7.17) 

The impulse rosrpnnse, tests show that tho rnachino-workpir, -co 
system behaves approximately like 3ccond-ordor system (son FIG7.20 

and FIG7.21). There is clearly onl, f one frequ-incy component, 
however th(, decay rate is riot a smooth exponential. This is 

probably dwý to a, norilinnarity in the machine structure. Jsing, th-3 
'ound that the test workpiece with the lathe stationary, it is I 

natural froqu,, --., ncy is about 260 11z. and the damping factor is 0.1. 
When the. 7tathýc is running (625 r'pm. ), the natural frequ. -. 7ncy is 

unchangau but the damping factor increases to approximatoly 0.3. 
This is most likely due to the effects of the oil circulating in 
the inachine bearings. 

Although the chatter frequency observed during. the cutting 
tests and the natural frequency determined from the impulse 
response 'tests are 'of tho same order, the theory predicts a much 
closof corrolation. 'The dis-crepancy is probably due to the 
structural iodification which , 

is introducod by the tool (luring 
the cutting te. sts. 1Jt3nc(-. , the results from the impulse tests should 
be used with carn when determining the model paramitcr3 for use 
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in the chatter suppressor, 
It is found during the on-line identification tests that the 

accuracy of the results is largely determined by the nature of- the 
input signals. In gene-ral, the lower the signal-to-noise ratio, 
the greater the errors in the parameter estimates. It is well 
knoiým (14,15,16,17,18) that bias errors may arise in the basic 

least-squares estimates if either the signal-to noise ratio is low, or 
if the noise is correlated. During the method evaluation tests 

where the sip , nal noise is neg 
,:, 
ligible, the estimates are found to 

be accurate (see FIG7.24 and FIG during the 37.25). However, 
identification tests, the signal-to-noise ratio varies greatly 
with the cutting conditions, Consequently, the parameter estimates 
vary over a large range (see F1G7.26). If those estimates which 
appear to be wildly incorrect are neglected, the averaging of the 

remaining results give values which approximately agree with those 
from the other methods. Because of the inconclusive nature of these 

results, the estimates cannot be used with confidence, however, 
they lend support to the other tests, 

The basic identification method may be improved by several 
techniques (14,15916,17,18) 

. -4hich either filter the innut signals 
prior to the least-squares estimation, or use some other form of 
statistical criterion, eg. maximum likelyhood. These techniques 
have been found to give the method better immunity to noise, and 
generally give in-, re accurate and reliable results. 

Anothor possible roacon for the poor resul. ts could be-the 

unsuitability of the second-ord! -ýr base used in this implementation, 

under some or all of the cutting conditions. However, because the 

method iS' implemented as a computer programme it could be easily 
extended to investigate higher order models. 

In general, it is felt that the results show that a second- 
order system is a reasonable approximation for use in the chatter 
suppressor, This is confirmed both by the results of previous 
workers (eg. 19,21,23,24) an(I the success of the second-order 
model used by Nachtigal (2). It is noted that none oC the test3 
indicate that the machine-workpiece dynamics are second-order, 
and thi3 is not expected for a structure as complicated as this. 
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Huch work has al ready been carried out on the investigation 

of machine tool dynamics (eg. 19,20,23,24). The usefulness of 
these methods in this application needs to be assessed. It is 

also felt that further development of the on-line identification 

will prove worthwhile. 
As the theory predicts the chatter frequency to be near the 

natural frequency, and because the impulse tests are not performed 
under actual cutting conditions, the results from the cutting 
tests (chattering) are used as the basis for the model natural 
frequency. The damping factor is estimated from the results of the 
impulse tests and the gain (stiffness) via static loading tests. 

Chatter suppresaion tests. 

The results are discussed in two p,, irts. Firstly, testing of 
the tool positioner and validation of the chatter suppressor 
implementation. Secondly, the effectiveness of the chatter 
suppres3or under actual cutting conditions. 

The tool positioner and chatter 3uppressor. 

The most important factor influencing the performance of the 

suppreszor is the response of the tool positioner. This limits the 

maximum frequency, of chatter that can be suppressed. However, 

as chatter is a most severe problem during turning of large 

components (eg. gun barrels, turbine rotors) which have low 

chatter *ýrequencies, this does not invalidate the current prototype. 
It can be seen. from FIG7.211 to FIG7.30 that the maximum useable 
frequency for*the test rig is about 30 Hz. for amplitudes up to 
1 'thou' (3 steps). The response-for single step pperation begins 

to *get Iraggedt at about 30 liz., however this will be damped when 
used in a cutting situation. It is-obvious from all the traces 
that the positioner is underdamped. Thia is partly remedied when 
used during cutting, but additional damping is desirable. It is 

essential to also improve the frequency-amplitude response if a 
! product ion standard' suppression system is to be developed. 
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Possible ways of improving the performance 
' 
were investigated 

but proved to have certain undesirable side effects. Both 
'reverse-pulset damping (7) and the addition of external dampers 

were tried. 'Heverse-palset damping was found to be effective, 
but requires careful tuning to the tool positioner dynamics. 
Other methods of optimal control (10,48) could also be applied 
to the tool positioner, but these will require further investigation. 
Many would be easily implemented on the minicomputer and may 

provide a convenient way of inproving the performance of the 

existing prototype. Viscous damping was found to be more 
reliable, but could not be easily incorporated into the original 
design. A redesign of the tool positioner to include viscous 
damping and to minimise the mass of the tool holder will result 
in a better overall dynamic response. 

More sophisticated stepping motor drivers are also available 

which increase the rate of power input to the motor eg. bi-level 

drive. Several of these m(. -tlio-l--- are described in references 6,7 

and 43. There are also more specialised stepping motors becoming 

available which have both smaller step sizes and faster response 
times. These will enable improvements to both the speed and 
accuracy of the tool positioner. 

In the present system both the modelling and control functions 

are performed by the minicomputer. Although the computation time 
does not, at prenent, limit the performance of the suppressor it 

will become more significant as the speed of the other elements. 
increases. It is possible to decrease both the computation time 

and the 
! iost by usin. gr one or rtiore microprocessors in place of 

the minicomputer. One possiblp approach would be to use one 
microprocessor for monitoritig-the instrumentation system, one 
for the modelling function, and one to control the stepping motor. 

Althoug, h the-tool positioner, is designed primarily for use 
in the chatter suppressor, it has potential applications in other 
areas. One of these is the C. N. C. system introduced in Chapter 6. 

A'more sophisticated, two axis prototype is currently under 
development in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the 
University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The main advantages of the 
tool positioner are its stability, accuracy, cheapness, and lack 
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, of feedback requirements. " Another possible area Cor application 

may be in-proce3s measurement and control. This application and 

oome currently available SySteMS are described in reference 47. 

2. The nurpre. -ý. -Aon method. 

Bocnar, e of tho rosponse of the prototype chatter 

supprýonor, a special workpiece is used to facilitate testing. 
The nominal model parameters are deter-mined as described in the 

previous section. These are then tkined in order to. match the model 

more accurately to the machine. -oiorkpiece structure. This is 

fOUnd to be a difficult operation as the system is both sensitive 
and variable, and only a trial-and-error approach ia available. 

The sensitivity in prediced by the theory (see FIG2.13) 

and demon stra ted by the simulation (see FIQ3- 13 and FIG23- 11ý)- 
It is shovni that limits of less than 5'1, on the natural frequency 

are required for effective operation of the suppressor. This 

seems to contradict claims made by Nachtigal (2) that useful limits 

of 10-lo were obtained. 
Variation of the machine-workpiece dynamics is expected 

, conditions in the machine eg. oil pressure because of changint'. 1 9 
and tetnperaýure, and. the moving cutting position. It was hopid that 
these variations would be small and would fall within the 

working range of the suppressor. Unfortunately, this is not the 

care, an(I hence the tnodel require. -3 almost continuous tuning. 

jýfter tuning of tho model, it is four-1 that chatter ir, 

nuccessfully nappressed for a UnAteld period. Bxten: 
-Avo qualitative 

tests were not performed, however, it ir, generally found that 

cutting rates can be. increased by 500'1ýo- The exp, iritiaental results 
(see FIG7.34 and r'IG7.35) show how the amplitude of oscillation 
of the cutting force -docreanes when the r3upprossor is switched on. 
If the modol is mics-matched, chatter can be initiated even in a 
normally stable cutting operation (see FIG7.36). 

It i. -3 obvious froin the experimental results that two 
important factors dotermine the effectiveness 'of the metliod: 

the machine-v; orkpiece dynamics must be accurately 
identified. 
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the model must be reliably and continuously tuned. 
In order that the second condition be fulfilled, it is necessary 
that the model be made adaptive. This could be achieved by a 
method which minimises the amplitude of oscillation of the cutting 
force that occur's during chattering. The advantage of this 

approach being that it is not required to measure the machine 
vibration. 

Corm-nents. 

One of the main reasons for choosing a minicomputer to 
implement the chatter suppression method is to provide flexibility 
during development. It has already been stated that this 
flexibility can be used for different types of model and 
optimal control of the stepping motor, and may be extended to 

adaptive control of the system. Although these are proposed as 
Possible ways of improving the basic method, and are mainly 
untested, it is felt that they would form a good starting point 
for further research and development. 

During this research project, contact with skilled machine 
operators has revealed several other ways of preventing chatter. 
These seem to-fall into three main types: 

avoiding the chatter regions. 
Itricks, of the trade'. 

add-on devices. 
In general, the first two merely ensure that the machine operates 
under opl-imum conditions, thus making the best of the machine. The 

third covers such things damper and workpiece steadies which may 
allow small increases in the machining rate. 

The methods of Comstock and Nachtigal, and that described in 

this thesis, promise much greater increases. How these can be 
developed to 'production standard', and made suitable for an 
industrial environment, requires further investigation. However, 

the continuing progress of technology, especially in the fields of 
instrumentation, microcomputers, and electrical. motors, makes the 
future availability of a 'production standard' active chatter 
suppressor seem near. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

Conclusions. 

In this final section, the main conclusions resulting 
from this work are summarised. 

Throughout this project, the emphasis has been placed on 
developing a flexible chatter suppression system. It is shown 

that this primary objective has been fulfilled, resulting in a 

system which is amenable to future modification and expansion. 
It is clearly Ohown that the basic s uppre3sion method is sound, 

although several problem areas were encountered. These are mainly 

associated with the practical aspects of the implementation, and 

are discussed in detail in the main text. Solutions to the 

problems are proposed, with suggestions for other possible 
improvements. 

The simple machining model used for the chatter analysis and 

simulation accurately predicts the observed behaviour during 

chattering.. TM3 model is then used to investigate the effects 

of the chatter suppression method under a variety of conditions. 
The digital simulation technique was found to be particularly 

useful as it is easy to use and allows the inclusion of many 

additional variables, eg. the tool po3itioner dynamics. The 

Describing Function method was found to be re3tricted to a 

simplified analysis only, as it becomes unwieldy if many variables 

are included.. It does, however provide some qualitative results. 
The selection of'a suitable model for use in the suppressor 

. 
turned out to be the most challenging problem. It was found that 

neither the cutting tests, impulse tests, or on-line identification 

provided other than nominal model parameters. These then had to be 

tuned by ttrial-and-errorl. It was found that accurate tuning of 

the model parameters was essential for effective operation of the 

method. A realistic limit of less than 5% was found, which 

contradicts the results of Nachtigal, who quoted 10 %. 

The most important future development of the suppressor would 
be to make the model self-tuning (adaptive). Also, the performance 

of the tool positioner needs to be inproved. Investigation is also 

required to extend the method to other machine tools. 
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I. 

It is hoped that the work described in this thesis will 
to some extentq contribute to the development of more effici'ýnt 

machine tools, and, will form the basis of further work. 
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APPENDICES. "1' 

In the following appendices, the flowcharts and listings of 
the various programmes used during this research are given. The 

accompanying notes are intended only to provide a brief description 

of the programmes, and how to use them. . 
Appendix A contains the flowcharts and Appendix B contains 

the listings. Programmes written in the NOVA assembler language 
are cxtensively commented to aid understanding. 
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APP31MIX A. 

Flowcharts and block diagrams for the computer programmes. 

A. 1. i'lachine-workpiece fronuency response.. 
A. 2. Open an(] closed loop fr(--qucncy romponse of chatter no(Ir'. 1. 

A. 3. Model used for chatter simulation. 
A. 4. Dual-input describing function for idealised controller. 
A. 5. Model used for chattnr suppression simulation. 
A66. C. II. C. turning. 
A. 7. On-line i(Iontification 'pro. grarnme. 
Jý. 8. Active control of machine t-ol chatter. 



j'k 

------Er, ee eqn. 2.10 

A. 1 Machine-workpiece. frequency resnonne. 



A 

see eqns. 
29 119 2.13 9 2.14 

A. 2 Open and closed loop frequency response of chatter model 



-4 

Machine-workpiece 
dynamics 

See equation 2.5 for expres3ion of 

A-3 ilolel unal Cor cli. -itter -Ii! iulaticyn 
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INPUT 
PARAMETERS 

I 

INITIALISE 
D. C. LEVEL 

----o-4 
INITIALISE 

A. C. AMPLITUDE 

CALCULATE 
A. C. AND D. C. 

GAINS 

PRINT 
RESULTS 

INdREmENT 
A. C. AMPLITUDE 

YE'S 
AMPLITUDE 
LESS THAN 

AXIMUM 

INCREMENT 
D. C. LEVEL 

YES LEE ýVE L 
LESS THAN 

MAXIMUM 

NO 

-- --[ree eqns. 3.7,3.8 

A-4 Dual input Describing function for idealised controller 
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4 

see IIIG3.8. 

4-5 Hodel tined for chatter suppression simulation 



A-7 

- -[see eqn. 6.2 

-- --[see eqn. 6.1 

-- - 
ES 

ee section 5.4.1 

C140, turning 
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4 

INITIALISE 
WORK SPACE 

INPUT 
PARAMETERS 

OUTPUT S ee section 5.2.4 
HOLDI COMMAND 

SAMPLE' AND 
STORE - --[see section 5.2.5 

FORCE AND 
DISPLACEMENT 

TIMING 
COL? 4TDOWN 

,, ' ALL "'- 
SAMPLES 

TAKEN 
llý ? 

FLOAT 
INPUT 

VALUE, S 
4 

I REMOVE, SET 
POINTS AND 
SCALE INPUT 

VALUES 

- CALCULATE 
PSEUDO-CORRELATION ee eqn. 4.7 

VALUES 

SOLVE FOR Gaussian 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS Elimination 

of eqn. 4.7 

ik. 7 On-line, identification 
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INITIAL 
WORK SP 

INPUT 
PATWIETERS 

1 START 
CLOCK 

CLOCK 
TICKED 

SAMPLE, 
FORCE 

RE MOVE 
SET - POINT 

SCALE AND 
CALCULATE 

Es 
qc eqn. IP-3 

DISPLACEMENT 

CALCULATE 
NUMBER OF 

STEPS 

YE S 
EQUAL 
ZERO 

NO 

GENERATE 
oection 5-4-1 CONTROL 

WORD 

CALCULATE I 
PULSE RATE 

OUTPUT 
PULSES 

A. 8 Antivi nnntrol nr clwittir 
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Appl; NDIX B. 

Listings of computer prorrra-wos. 

B. 1. ilachin(ý-iorkpi, -icn Vrequrncý, respon. ne (BASIC) 

B. 2. Open 3n(I clored loop froquency respomse of chatter model (FORTRAN) 

B. 3. Chatter simulation (C. S. M. P. ) 

function for ideallssd controller (FORTRAN) B. 4. Dual-input de3cribing 
B. 5. Chatter suppression simulation 

'it) B. 6. C. N. C. turning -p 

B. 7. On-line identification programme (A .; EIIBL;, M) 
B. 8. Active control of machine tool chattor (ASS, ýIJIBLER) 

0 
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PROGRAME D&SCHIPTION., 

o cojcc'j--. ýc- e., ic t'Q--P 

ýLc_ 

ASISOCi, 'Itod 'ý11, unti. r)nn-. 

, Lsnociatod FTG- 

Inputs: 
Name' Tyl), i comille-fits 

cl civ% cm K 
h 
c 

Kq 

outputs: 
Type 

e"Nc 17-lu'r ýý 
Pa. 7, Q ecA 
$MCýLvlcp r3 

B. 1 I'lachine-workpiece frequency response, 
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1 100 READ M19CIlKI 
2 110 R. FAn M2, C2, K2 
3 120 DATA 0.03,0. lvl2nooo 
4 130 nATA 0.0390.01912000 
5 140 LFT AO=KI+K2 
6 150 LFT AI=CI+C2 
7 160 LET A2=Ml 
A 170 UT BO=Kl*K? 
9 180 LFT BI =C2*K I +K? *C I 

10 190 LFT B2=M2*KI+42*K2+C2*rI+MI*K2 
11 2no LFT 93=M2*CI+M2*C2+MI*C2 
12 210 LET B4=M]*M2 
13 220 FnR W=O Tn 1000 STFP 1 
14 230 LET Xl=AO-A2*W*W 
15 240 LFT X2=A]*W 
16 250 LFT YI=94*(W-, 4)-92*W*W+90 
17 260 LFT Y2=P I *14-R3* (W-? t) 
18 2T() LFT R=(XI*YI+X? *Y2)/(YI*YI+Y2*Y7) 
19 280 LFT 1=(X2*Y! -Xl. *Y2)/(YI*YI+Y2*Y7) 
20 290 LFT G=SQRtR*R+T*T) 
21 3no LFT P=ATN(I/Rl 
22 310 PRTMT WIR*TvGvP 
23 32n NEXT W 
24 330 STOP 
25 340 FNI) 
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PROGRAtSE, D3SCRIPTION 

c6le4 4, nc 

La n! ý i to r; (,, : Fo4 ýY-Mvl 

t; i. i. n; : 2--s' ) 
? 
-. IC) 

) 7-11 
ý) 

I-Iz al'i Iz. )ý 

PI G 

Inputs: 
Typ3 Comment3 

ES-i 

LE 
cal. 

Kc. 

C-4 

Out; ptit: 5: 
T Cualanmts 

cpei 

"wi - 
sed 

ke 1 
piose No4e - do led 6T 

B. 2 Open and closed loop frequency response of chatter model. 
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1 RFAI- Ml. M2. KliK29K9iMnL, TMCL 
2 PC A')( 9 9100) Mi 9C1 PKI 
3 pr: Ar. li 9,100 )"02 9C2 vK2 
4 Pr-Ar)(5911(»K9T9OFt-T 
5 100 PORMATt 2F5.11 F 8., 11 
6 110 FnRMAT(F9,1,2F4.2) 
7 W9ITEt69120) 
8 120 Fr)RMAT(25X9qHOPEN LO'nP920XilH:, i5x, IJHCLnSFn LOOP) 
9 WRITF(691? ll 
0 121 FnRMAT(8X, 9HFREQUFNCY, 6X, 2(IX, «? HRFAL PAPT, 6Y, 14111mArINARY PAPT 

, &, 4X) 44GA I N. 12Xt 5HPliASF-) 
BO=K2*(KI+K2)-K? *K? 
RI=C2*(I(I+K2)+K? *ICI+C2)-2.0*C2*K2 
82=M2*(Kl+K2)+C7*(CI+C2)+MI*K2-C? *C2 
BI=M2*ICI+C2)+Ml*C? 
S4=MI*M2 
AO=KI+K2 
AI=CI+C? 
A? =Ml 
no 140 YW=09200011 

w=Yw*nEI-T 
gl=AO-A2*W*W 
r-:! =A I* W 
Fl. =64*(W**4)-82*W*W+Bn 
F2ý9l*W-B3*(W**3) 

Y= E2 
Z=F: I*FI+F? *F2 
P- I. O-Cr) ý(W *T) 
Q=STM(W*T) 
IJ=X*P-Y*Q 
V=Y*P+X*Q 
qpnL=U*K/Z 
imnL=V*K/7 
S=(Z/K+I))**2+V**2 
RECL=(X*(Z/i<oi)+y*VjjS 
IMCL=(Y*(7/K+I))-X*V)/S 
r, ATN=SQQT(RECL**2+IMCL**2) 
PHASF=ATAM(IMCL/PFCL) 
WRITF(6tl3O)W, RFnLilMnL, PECL91mrt-, r, ATý!, PIIASr 

130 FnRMAT(7(5X, F12,5)) 
140 CONT I ýJIJF 

STOP 
F-Nn 
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PROGRAM2.1E D35CRIPTION' 

cl . 4qj 
La ti In r"c': 

4,: itr? 'l 'tuiti. on.: 

Input, -,: 
I In m Typ, ý Comments 

C, 

Lq 
Pi 

pl- 
P, 

fLm 

tfý rl, 
_ 

cl 
)ýO. 14S lvq 9.1 
cL 

Oi, ll,; piitr,,: 
Typ- 

F, 

X XM, 

IV 

B,. 3 Chatter simulation. 
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I TITLF CHATTER STMULATION-, EPIAL. 
2 INITIAL 
3 METHon RKSFX 
4 iNcnN Tcl=o. n, TC2=0. nvlrl=0.09IC4=n. n 
5 PARAM KC=750. OjT=(). 2j110=0.0? 
6 PARAM PI=l, P2=l. O, P3=0*2 
7 PAQAM Ml=0.0'3, PCl=O. I, Kl=120000 
8 PARAM k42-O. O3, C2=n. oI, K2=12noo 
9 DYNAMIC 

10 F=KC*U*rAUSS(PltP2tP3) 
11 YnD=(F+C2*xn+K2*x-C? *yn-K2*Y)/M2 
1.2 Yn=INTCPL(jCjjynD) 
i3 Y=TNTGPL(! CýqYO) 
14 xnn=(C2*yn+t(2*y-(Cl+C2i*xn-(Kl+K2)*Y)/Oil. 
1.5 XO=IMTCPL(! C3, XnD) 
16 X=TNTGRL(Ir4tYD) 
17 U=tJO-Y+nFLkY(2OO9TqY) 
?8 TTMFR nFLT=O. oon5, FTNITYM=0.5, nt)TnEl-=r). nr)I 
19 PRTPLT FjXqY 
20 RID 
21 STOP 
72 EMDJOB 
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'CUPTION' PROGRAME DIýL) 

FTC, z-G, 

4 Inputs: 
14"Inin, Trp, ý Commont3 

GA A 

OLltl)Ut: 3: 

Type 

Ac 
ýb C- 

B. Jý Dual input describing function Cor idealised controller. 
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PFAL NA9NR 
, prAn(9,100)n, H, r , A, 

100 FORMAT(4E12o51 
WRITF(6990) 

90 FORMAT(47H AB NA %14) 
nn 200 K=Ivl00 
A=CA*K 

nn 190 J=1,10 
B-CB*J 
hlA=l. 0 
Nn=I. 0 

on 170 I=jtloo 
RI=FLOATII) 

Gn Tn 120 

Gn Tn 110 
CII =-0.5 
C, 0 TO 1.30 

110 Pl=0.5 
r, n TO 130 

120 PI=&RSThl t ryl) /3o141.6 
01 =; QRT (1.0-r, 1 *r, 11 *2. n/ 3.1416 

130 IF(AB%tr, 21. tF, 1.01 Gfl TO 150 
02=n«0 
1F9G, 2. GT. 1.0) Gr) TO 140 
p2=-0.5 
GOTn 16o 

140 PZ=0.9 
(7. n TCI 160 

150 P? =ARSTN(r, 21/3.1416 
Q2=SQRT(l. 0-r, 2*r, 2)*2.0/3.1416" 

160 rONTINIIF 
N9=NB-0/8*tPI-P2) 
NA=NA-D/A*IQI+Q2) 

170 rnNT 1 fRIP 

190 CrINT 1 NIIP 
('(IKJT 1 NI M 
ýTOP 
FfiD 
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PROGRAM-IS D31S)CHIPMON 

J 
gig" 

La n (ýtia fro: c. -s:. h P. 

jýssociated 3quationri: 

Asnociatod 

Input, -,: 
flarle 

VIC 
IT- 

cp 

pI 

1. )C( 

K 
h's 

XP 

XGZ 

Iýlc- I- R- 

Tlrp, -? Co-ni-n(3nts 

A-- IN & -3 

Cl(1 

Tylle Co-. i, il(-Ilt: 7. 

xc 

X, c 
Y,, 

B-5 Chatter suppression 3imulation. 
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I TITLF CHATTFR fUPPRFS'ýIOM 
2 INITIA L 
3 MFTtion PKSFX 
4 INcnN lrl=0,0, IC2=0. n, TC3t-n. n, TC4=n. n 
5 ! NCON TC5=o, n, TC6=0., (), Tr. 7=0.0,, TrR=0.0 
6 PARAM KC=2nno. o, T=0.7, tjo=o. n2, S=0.00067 
7 PARAM Pi-i, p2=l, n, P3=0.2 
8 PARAM ml-0.03, Cl=O. 1, jKI=12oono 
19 PARAM m2=o. nqjC2=O. OlqK2=12000 

10 PARAM K7=O. 2jK8=750. O 
it PARAM mi=o, nqq 
12 K4=K2 
13 K6=SORT(K2/m3) 
14 K5=C2/( ?o ()*M2*K6) 
15 I)YNAMTC 
16 F=KC*(l*r-AUSS (P I, P2 9P3) 
17 ynn=(F4. C2*xn+K2*X-C2*YD-K2*Y)/m2 
18 Yn=TNTr. RL(YCl, YVn) 
Iq Y=TNTGRL(TC?, YD) 
20 Xnn=(c2*yn+K2*y-(rl+C2)*XD-(KI+K2)*Xlfml. 
21 Xn=INTGPL(! C3, XnV) 
22 X= IN TGP I. ( I C4, XD) 
?3 tl=()()-D+r)FL AY( 2 Or), T, n 1 
24 XF=F*K6*K6/K4 
25 XD=rMPXPL(IC5, TC6, K9, K6, XF) 
26 XQ=QNT7RtS, XP)*Kn*KP 
27 XT=CMPXPL(TC7jTC9, K7tKRvXQ) 
21 f)mY-XT 
zq TTMFP nFLT=n. ool, FTNTTm=n. 5, nilTnFL=O. on? 
10 PRTPLT F, X, Y*XP, XQ, XT, n 
? 1. FNr) 
17. STOP 
133 ENDJO B 

.N 
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PROGRAMU', 10, Dl3ý'; ClUl'TIOH 

lýlirpo. -"3: c, a-x t, --t ij-e- i-bA CLz C, 
Tk` 

Lanctiage: 
.-1 xý 

As. -, Ociatcd '.. "r. ; 

t3nociatod ili7ores: 

lnpuý3: 
Typ. 3 Comment. -3 

i7tcrJx% 

FEC-b 

SF 

2-C-AC) 

outputs: 

Tv- p (2, - ýI Co 

0 

PIMM-, s-F. P. rc-3-NA-ý-ý 

Ocwt. \)s -. /O-cll 
ov. 

iC4 4a% 
() 

( V-" CA, 4 
00 

.0 "t A"a-tv to ,ý 
Ot U, " LIS ij, Q 

ci --I. e (C- 

13.6 C-N-C turning. 
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ci z w fie 
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uj r uj 0 tu 06 
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